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Abstract

Social Analysis of a Watershed Restoration Project in Central Idaho

Sara Worth Cottingham, MSCRP
The University of Texas at Austin, 2010

Supervisor: Sarah E. Dooling

The purpose of this study is to explore meanings of success in watershed
restoration projects. Though restoration has both inherent ecological and social
components, the social elements often remain unexamined. Using the Mores Creek
Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project in Central Idaho as a case study, this study first
reviews existing literature pertaining to watershed restoration, landscape ecology, and
ecosystem services, and then uses stakeholder interviews to analyze restoration goals,
perceptions of success and failure, and perceived benefits and burdens of the restored
watershed. Finally, the study concludes with recommendations for maximizing success in
watershed restoration projects.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Watershed restoration is the process of assisting recovery in degraded watershed
ecosystems (Ryder and Miller 2005:148). In recent decades, many of the nation’s
waterways have been damaged and are now impaired, meaning that their natural
functions have been altered. Watershed restoration seeks to aid the recovery of watershed
ecosystem function by repairing water quality and reestablishing habitat. (Palmer and
Allan 2006:40).
CHALLENGES TO RESTORATION
Much debate currently exists among researchers as to how to evaluate the results
of such restoration projects. In essence, the question arises over how to determine if
restoration work is meeting its goals and improving the quality of the watershed—or, in
other words, if the project is successful.
This raises the question of how to define success in current restoration work. This
study will analyze how success is evaluated in watershed restoration practice, exploring
how values can be placed on often indiscernible project outcomes. In the scientific
community, success often hinges on data produced from established monitoring programs
to document quantifiable improvement in water quality, habitat, and species health
(including reproduction and genetics). The premise behind monitoring is essentially to
track a restoration site over time and record the effects of a given intervention to evaluate
if the measure is achieving its intended purpose (Graf 2001).
The importance of project monitoring is well established, yet monitoring is a
heavily debated subject. Individual stakeholders desire different restoration outcomes
and, as a result, prioritize monitoring differently. For example, whereas a fishery
biologist’s evaluation of a successful stream restoration measure may be contingent on
1

improvement of fish habitat, a local community member may view success solely in
terms of accrued community benefits. With little consensus on desired outcomes or on
monitoring parameters, evaluation of restoration success becomes a multifaceted issue
with no clear answer.
Another dimension to the issue is that certain watershed restoration results require
decades to in order for success to be empirically measured. Restoring riparian habitat
along stream banks, for example, takes years for saplings to grow into fully mature trees;
reviving fish populations similarly cannot be expected to occur overnight.
HISTORY
Watershed restoration has witnessed a dramatic rise in recent decades. Restoring
our nation’s water bodies has risen in prominence, becoming a billion dollar industry in
the United States alone and gaining increasing national attention (Budy and Schaller
2007). Restoration provides a means of repairing waterways that have been impaired
through decades—and even centuries, in some cases—of misuse -- be more specific
(e.g., water quality, habitat restoration, species population conservation). Today over onethird of all rivers in the United States are damaged or polluted from various causes
(Palmer and Allen 2006). Increasing development, dating back to initial European
settlement, has severely altered vast numbers of rivers, lakes, and streams throughout
North America. Over 80,000 dams block American rivers today, and land use practices
including road building, livestock grazing, mining, and logging have added to the
devastating impairment of water quality across the continent (Graf 2001; Idaho Rivers
United).
As a result, water quality declined steadily throughout the nation’s history, and by
1960 over two-thirds of American water bodies were reported to be polluted (Palmer and
Allen 2006). This increasing degradation led to the passage of federal legislation such as
2

the Clean Water Act in 1972. Amended in 1977, Section 101 of the Clean Water Act
established watershed restoration as a “national priority” aimed at protecting the
chemical, biological, and physical integrity of waterways as a mechanism to rehabilitate
waters determined to be of “impaired” quality (Graf 2001; Palmer and Allen 2006). Since
such legislation was enacted, the handling of the chemical and biological aspects dictated
by the Clean Water Act (such as addressing toxic contamination from industrial sites) has
improved. The physical aspects, however, remained largely unaddressed until the recent
declines and endangerment of fish populations (Graf 2001; Karr 2002; Ryder and Miller
2005).
Realization that the damming of rivers and the long-term effects of land use
practices had greatly imperiled stocks of treasured salmon and trout species in the Pacific
Northwest prompted Americans into action and sparked the surge in watershed
restoration activities that continues today (Graf 2001; Karr 2002; Ryder and Miller 2005).
Since this realization, scores of restoration projects, particularly concentrated in the
northwestern states, have been undertaken in the last ten years with a general focus on
improving habitat conditions in rivers and streams in order to bring back the prized native
fish species to the region (Bash and Ryan 2002).
These two issues, water quality and endangered salmon populations, largely form
the basis for watershed restoration practice in North America.
COMPONENTS OF THE PROBLEM
Evaluation plagues the field of watershed restoration today. Ecological recovery
in restoration projects often spans over decades and consequently may require a
significant amount of time to produce measurable results. At times this can prove
unsavory to both the business world and the scientific communities, who often want to
3

see immediate results from a project after its completion to determine if the restoration
was successful.
The schools of landscape and restoration ecology view restoration as both a
process and a product. In this view humans are intimately associated in the landscape,
often as the agents and instigators of ecological change. As a result, in order to be truly
successful restoration must address not only ecological and hydrologic factors but also
social and cultural values (Higgs 2003).
Other schools of thought, in contrast, view restoration exclusively as a product.
This perspective bases restoration success on specific outcomes. Individual stakeholders
frequently share this view of restoration and define success strictly based upon their
desired outcomes and priorities.
Viewing restoration as both a process and product with ecological and social
components, this study will explore the different notions of “success” and varying value
systems and priorities, particularly given the challenge of assessing restoration results in
the short-term.
RELEVANCE
In this day and age of booming watershed restoration expansion, the
environmental planning and scientific communities alike need to know how these
restoration projects are fairing and cannot afford to wait for fifteen to twenty years of
monitoring data to be produced. Rather, we need to have a relative sense of a project’s
worth in the short-term. As water quality poses an imminent risk nationwide and salmon
runs continue to dwindle, both restoration practitioners and policy-makers must be able to
determine if current restoration practices are achieving desired results in order to plan
future restoration efforts.
4

On a more fundamental level, humans depend on the goods and services provided
by watershed ecosystems to survive. These benefits, known as ecosystem services,
sustain human life in innumerable ways—from the basic provision of water to natural
flood control, habitat for fish and other organisms, nutrient cycling, and much more. We
must be able to assess and quantify the conditions of these resources, as well as our
ability to manage and improve them, in order to plan for a sustainable future (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment 2001).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The purpose of this study is to explore meanings of success in watershed
restoration projects, using the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project
conducted on three streams in Idaho’s Boise Basin as a case study.
The key objectives of this study are:


To review existing restoration literature to examine different frameworks
for evaluating success in watershed restoration work.



To apply a landscape ecology framework to identify benefits and burdens
perceived by different stakeholders in the Mores Creek project



To recommend restoration strategies, based on the perceived benefits and
burdens, that are both effective from a holistic watershed perspective and
representative of the ecological and social needs of the Boise Basin.

This study will answer the following questions:


What are the values and priorities among stakeholders involved in the
restoration of the Mores Creek Watershed?



How do the stakeholder priorities and values influence the evaluation of
success in the Mores Creek Watershed restoration effort?
5



How can the assessment of benefits and burdens be incorporated into the
restoration process to improve ecosystem services and better address
social needs?

OUTLINE
This study will begin with a comprehensive review of literature pertaining to
watershed restoration, landscape ecology, and ecosystem services to outline past and
current research being conducted on the evaluation of restoration projects and identify
gaps. Then the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project will be used as a
case study. Using data collected through stakeholder interviews, the results will present
the compiled stakeholder goals and perceptions of success and failure, followed by an
analysis of perceived benefits and burdens in the restoration case study. Finally, the study
will conclude with recommendations for maximizing success in watershed restoration
projects.

6

Chapter 2: Literature Review
This chapter begins with a review of literature framing the background of
watershed restoration, starting with a brief history of watershed degradation and then the
policy framework supporting watershed restoration. Next follows a review of modern
watershed restoration practice, including the issues of monitoring and evaluating success
to further establish the basis for this study, followed by an overview of Landscape
Ecology, the principle framework for this study. Relevant literature pertaining to
ecosystem services and the allocation of benefits and burdens is then reviewed, showing
the gaps in current research on the socio-cultural elements of the restoration process.
WATERSHED DEGRADATION
Societies have long utilized rivers and streams as valuable economic and social
resources (Downs and Gregory 2004:25). Human civilizations have been altering
waterways dating back to the first use of dredgers in 4,000 B.C., yet the Industrial
Revolution and the ensuing age of colonization introduced an era of unprecedented
intensity of resource degradation (Downs and Gregory 2004:27).
The colonization of North America in particular infused the traditional
Eurocentric view in America of the “inexhaustibility of resources” which in turn caused
the environmental issues of the current age (Karr 2002:133). Land use practices including
agriculture, grazing, timber logging, mining, and urbanization contributed heavily in the
disintegration of American rivers; however dams, which today block over 80,000 dams
rivers in the United States, are largely considered to have had the most widespread and
detrimental impact (Graf 2001:3, 13).
As time and technology advanced, river channels became increasingly modified.
Channels were engineered as a means for flood control and involved: (1) methods for
7

widening and deepening, including dredging; (2) straightening channels; (3) eradicating
riparian vegetation; and (4) installing flood embankments (Downs and Gregory 2004:25).
These methods have since been proved to cause a wide range of devastating
environmental impacts by changing the natural function of the watershed. Straightening
channels and installing embankments alters the sediment transport regime, which in turn
leads to upstream sedimentation and downstream erosion. Removing riparian vegetation
also increases erosion and reduces local habitat and biodiversity. Some cumulative effects
from these channel modification measures include degradation of water quality (and
municipal drinking water supplies), altered nutrient regimes, and increased temperatures,
and loss of wildlife (World Meteorological Organization 2006: 37-51). These methods
reflected the era of river management‟s reliance on „hard‟ engineering techniques to
regulate channel shape and discharge, and, as a result, American rivers were transformed
from an integrated system to disconnected and constrained channels in a matter of two
centuries (Downs and Gregory 2004:19, 34; Graf 2001:2).
Watershed restoration has risen in prominence as a means to address the impaired
state of American rivers and streams (Budy and Schaller 2007:1069). Since 1990 around
one billion dollars has been devoted to restoration in the United States alone, largely due
to public response to the plight of salmon and trout populations in the northwestern states
(Fullerton et al. 2009:218).
The legacy of human development and land use in the Pacific Northwest includes
decades of fur trapping, gold mining, logging, agricultural grazing, irrigating, and
erecting dams for energy production. Land use was based on solely on resource
exploitation for the „here-and-now,‟ and failed to anticipate the future impacts of the
watersheds and ecosystems (Karr 2002:155-6). For the purposes of this report, I am most
interested in the impacts associated with mining, logging, and dams, which include:
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removal of functional floodplains, altered hydrology and natural flood capacity, increased
erosion, increased in-stream water temperatures, loss of biodiversity, and reduced stream
shade.
Bohn and Kershner attribute the recent wave of public concern over watershed
quality to the plight of native fish in the Pacific Northwest. Fish populations have
declined drastically in recent decades due to degraded habitats and altered fluvial
hydrology. Their analysis from the US Fish and Wildlife Service shows that, as of 1999,
thirteen populations of Chinook, Coho, Chum, and Sockeye salmon varieties and twelve
populations of native trout including Steelhead and Bull trout have been listed as
endangered or threatened according to the Endangered Species Act (Bohn and Kershner
2001:356; Isaak et al. 2007:354).
Fish are a treasured ecological and cultural resource in the Pacific Northwest, and
the population declines witnessed in recent decades have raised national concern.
Populations of wild anadromous salmon are believed to have been reduced to a mere
twenty percent of their numbers before human settlement (Fullerton et al. 2009:218). As
a result, the federal listing as endangered of the wild salmon and trout populations largely
spawned the surge of watershed restoration initiatives that continue today (Bash and
Ryan 2002:877). Of the numerous factors stressing wild salmon and trout populations—
including overfishing, modern hydropower dams, fish hatcheries and farms, and
declining water quality in oceans—the largest impact to anadromous fish populations in
the Pacific Northwest is upstream habitat degradation (Bohn and Kershner 2001:356;
Fullerton et al. 2009:218).
The Columbia River Basin has initiated one of the world‟s most extensive
fisheries restoration efforts to restore salmon populations. The restoration program
centers largely on tributary and stream restoration to improve spawning habitat. Tributary
9

restoration projects have included in-stream physical improvements for coho salmon and
riparian revegetation for other salmon species in the Columbia River Basin (Budy and
Schaller 2007:1069-70).
As prominent cultural icons, the issue of wild salmon pervades not only
ecological but societal realms. The so-called “salmon landscape,” as described by Karr,
incorporates “administrative, institutional, and political landscapes” that fall along the
salmon‟s migration path; their value thus extends ecologically, socially, and
economically (Budy and Schaller 2007:1069; Karr 2002:158). As a result, efforts to
protect salmon extend far beyond habitat restoration measures and into the policy realm.
POLICY FRAMEWORK
Watershed management is distributed through a wide governing bureaucracy
across the local, state, federal, and tribal levels. Twenty federal agencies alone claim
partial involvement in river management and policy, and the individual agency agendas
are often “commodity-driven” (Graf 2001:6). Legislation regarding water management
issues is divided between fourteen different acts that divide management aspects among
federal, state, and local agencies (Downs and Gregory 2004:164).
A One prominent piece of legislation in watershed restoration is the Endangered
Species Act of 1973. The Endangered Species Act (ESA) addresses habitat restoration as
a means to increase populations, and to enhance the genetic and reproductive viability of
threatened and endangered species. The Act ensures the preservation of endangered plant
and animal species and includes coverage of habitat protection. Rivers and riparian areas
comprise key habitats supporting nearly 80% of all animal species in the western states
(Graf 2001:22). As the ESA applies to migratory fish, however, the restoration process
proves challenging. The areas of “critical habitat” for anadromous fish can span
thousands of miles, crossing multi-state and national boundaries in the process, making it
10

unfeasible to declare thousand-mile swaths of territory as federally protected habitat.
River and stream-front property in the Northwest falls under both public and private
ownership, further complicating the complexity of managing threatened and endangered
species (Budy and Schaller 2007:1068).
The Clean Water Act is the cornerstone of water legislation. In 1977 Section 101
the Clean Water Act first established a “national priority” of maintaining the “physical,
chemical, and biological integrity of the nation‟s waters.” Section 404 of the Act gave the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers purview to “regulate” physical changes in rivers and
waterways (Graf 2001:4).
The Clean Water Act mandates water quality monitoring (Brooks et al. 2006:674).
Section 208 of Act from 1972 addresses non-point sources, which can include water
degradation from industries such as agriculture, logging, mining, grazing and comprise
nearly half of all water quality issues (Bohn and Kershner 2001:355) The Act further
requires that every state compile a list of impaired bodies of water for the EPA under
Sections 305(b) and 303(d) (Brooks et al. 2006:677).
Prominent Legislative Framework for Watershed Restoration
Endangered Species Act
Clean Water Act

Table 1:

Protects designated “critical habitat” for endangered and
threatened species
Mandates the maintenance and monitoring of the chemical,
biological, and physical integrity of the nation‟s rivers

Legislative Framework for Restoration (Budy and Schaller 2007:1068; Graf
2001:4)
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PHYSICAL INTEGRITY
American rivers saw improvement nationwide from the 1970‟s through the turn of
the century as the introduction of the Clean Water Act mandated attention towards water
quality (Palmer and Allan 2006:40,42). Of the three quality components of the act—
biological, chemical, and physical integrity—biological and chemical integrity have been
addressed at the state, federal, and tribal levels to produce marked improvements.
Chemical integrity has been the primary emphasis of water quality attention nationwide,
where the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency mandates state water monitoring for
certain pollutants and chemicals and provides standards for acceptable levels. Biological
integrity has received somewhat less attention; however, as it is associated with aquatic
and riparian biodiversity, measures such as the Endangered Species Act provide avenues
of action (Graf 2001:4).
Physical integrity, as defined by Graf, “refers to a set of active fluvial processes
and landforms wherein the channel, floodplains, sediments, and overall spatial
configuration maintain a dynamic equilibrium, with adjustments not exceeding limits of
change defined by societal values.” A river maintains physical integrity when it contains
“active connections…in the present hydrologic regime” (Graf 2001:6). The key features
of this definition thus revolve around the existence of “active,” as opposed to static,
functions and “dynamic equilibrium” or change in the watershed (Graf 2001:6).
Physical integrity has largely been overshadowed by initiatives for biological and
chemical integrity, yet it provides the very surface and context upon which the other
systems reside. As such, physical integrity forms the necessary foundation for any
watershed restoration effort and should consequently be a primary objective in any
restoration process (Graf 2001:6, 16).
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According to Graf, physical integrity is expressed in the spatial distribution of
fluvial forms, vegetation, and materials that together make greater functional physical
systems in which connectivity is crucial. These features take place upon the floodplain
next to the channel and thus link the stream channel longitudinally with upstream and
downstream locations and laterally with the adjacent floodplains (Downs and Gregory
2004:73; Graf 2001:9). Consequently, to effectively manage a river it is necessary to
understand processes within the river channel, the network structure of the drainage
basin, and the interactions playing from the connectivity between the channel and
floodplain (Downs and Gregory 2004:19-20, 49).
Graf offers nine core concepts important to river and watershed management to
address this totality: fragmentation, physical integrity, functional surfaces, physical
indicator parameters, the role of system change, naturalness, probabilistic perspectives,
watershed frameworks, and geographical representativeness (Graf 2001:4). Watersheds
are viewed as integrated, free-flowing systems of water, energy, nutrients, and sediment
by the disciplines of hydrology and geomorphology. Yet given the high degree of
fragmentation and dysfunction currently existing, modern river management needs to
understand the geomorphology of watersheds as disconnected systems to grasp their
current functioning (Graf 2001:5).
Today over a third of rivers nationwide remain classified as impaired or polluted
even after the great strides taken in improving chemical and biological integrity (Palmer
and Allen 2006:40). In looking to the physical integrity of the nation‟s waterways, which
has received a fraction of the aid given to improve the biological and chemical criteria,
the effects of widespread impaired physical conditions are inflicting devastating and
systemic damage throughout the nation. The plight of the salmon has brought this issue to
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the forefront, as fish population declines are principally correlated with habitat
degradation due to impaired physical integrity (Bohn and Kershner 2001:356).
Physical integrity has been degraded through various allogenic influences, which
include both climatic and human activity throughout the watershed. The direct impacts of
human activity land use—in the past, present, and future—can be difficult to trace as they
range from direct changes in land cover to indirect influences through varying land
management programs. The results, however, are clear, taking the forms of accelerated
and increased runoff volumes, increased sediment transfers, and reduced soil and plant
infiltration and evapotransipration due to cleared vegetation (Downs and Gregory
2004:88, 104, 127, 135, 144).
As Graf notes: “For physical integrity, the primary consideration for naturalness is
diversity of geomorphology and hydrology” (Graf 2001:12). Streams and rivers naturally
occur in a spatial layout of an alternating riffle-pool sequence: shallow riffles and deeper
pools oscillate down the course of both meandering and straighter channel segments.
Channels exist in constant flux, adapting with flood pulses to adjust spatially across the
floodplain. Riparian vegetation plays an important supporting role, stabilizing banks to
minimize erosion and sediment transfers and regulate water temperatures and flows
(Downs and Gregory 2004:63; Hough 1995:33-5).
With such widespread degradation of physical integrity, streams are considered to
be one of the planet‟s most altered ecosystems (Ryder and Miller 2005:147). When
physical integrity is altered—be it through channel engineering (straightening) or
abrasive land use such as livestock grazing or mining—the stream is altered beyond its
range of natural variability and can no longer self-regulate. This is frequently expressed
in the form of increased channel erosion and sediment transfers. When channel incision
causes the water table to drop, plants in the riparian zone beyond the channel can be
14

deprived of water, causing detriment to the functioning of the greater riparian ecosystem
(Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:741).
To combat this degradation, watershed restoration has risen as a discipline to
restore the physical and ecological integrity of river and stream channels and their
surrounding watersheds (Downs and Gregory 2004:189).
RESTORATION
Restoration has taken on numerous meanings and definitions with varying scopes.
As phrased by the US National Research Council, “restoration is defined as the return of
an ecosystem to a close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance” (Higgs
2003:108). According to the Society of Ecosystem Restoration, restoration includes “the
processes of assisting the recovery and management of ecological integrity including the
critical range of variability, ecological processes and structure” (Ryder and Miller
2005:148).
Higgs and Martinez provide an expanded definition of ecological restoration as
“the process of assisting the recovery and management of ecological integrity,” in which
“integrity includes a critical range of variability in biodiversity, ecological processes and
structures, regional and historical context, and sustainable cultural practices” (Higgs
2003:109). Palmer and Allan extend this definition to watersheds, noting that “river
restoration means repairing waterways that can no longer perform essential ecological
and social functions such as mitigating floods, providing clean drinking water, removing
excessive levels of nutrients and sediments before they chose coastal zones, and
supporting fisheries and wildlife” (Palmer and Allan 2006:40).
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HOLISTIC WATERSHED RESTORATION
A key component to effective restoration is addressing watersheds at different
scales. According to Bohn and Kershner, “ecosystem processes operate at multiple
temporal and spatial scales,” and, as such, water restoration management efforts need to
occur in a nested hierarchy of spatial scales (Bohn and Kershner 2001:357; Downs and
Gregory 2004:59; Graf 2001:5).
The watershed is commonly used as a unifying geographic component for
restoration; as a planning tool, watersheds may be clearly defined and bounded and
provide a fairly consistent canvas for change over time1. As Bohn and Kershner describe,
“the watershed scale is large enough to reveal important processes, distribution patterns,
and qualitative categories that may be creating cumulative impacts” (Bohn and Kershner
2001:357).
Using watersheds as an ecological and management unit makes sense from a
practical and political standpoint. Watersheds surface drainage basins form clear natural
boundaries and comprise functional ecosystems, factors which set out functional units for
study. From the political angle, the federal government uses a three-tiered scheme to
divide geographic areas; twenty-two water resource regions defined by watersheds are
broken down into sub-regions and then hydrologic units for management. As a result, a
watershed perspective provides a useful link between the scientific and policy arenas
(Downs and Gregory 2004:149; Graf 2001:17).
Using a watershed context coupled with ecosystem perspective provides an
avenue for addressing physical integrity. Viewing the watershed from a holistic
perspective is necessary to evaluate river systems as a complex structure of processes and

1

Urban streams provide an exception, however, as the natural boundaries and functions of watersheds are
often transformed by infrastructure.
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functions (Graf 2001:16). As the definition of restoration by Higgs explains, restoration is
both an inherently ecological and social practice. Every watershed is shaped by a unique
combination of natural forms, processes, human interactions, and land use and
management structures, and as such needs to be evaluated holistically to incorporate the
biophysical and cultural contexts (Downs and Gregory 2004:199).
As Ryder and Miller note: “The intimate link between streams and their
catchments leads to the restoration of stream ecosystems becoming a complex and
difficult task” (Ryder and Miller 2005:149). In effect, all levels of scale must be
addressed in restoration, as neglecting a larger-scale watershed issue will prevent a
smaller-scale restoration treatment from reaching efficacy (Bohn and Kershner 2001:358;
Downs and Gregory 2004:166). Restoration measures begun in relative isolation or
small-scale can only provide limited effectiveness. Pumping funds into a single site
proves fruitless without consideration of upstream conditions and downstream impacts
(Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:746). Whereas considering only isolated river and stream
reaches permits narrow avenues for restoration action, this perspective of the entirety of
watersheds often has the additional benefit of allowing more integrative management
solutions (Graf 2001:16).
Traditionally engineers viewed rivers and streams as channels to be simplified
and stabilized (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:740). Public policy and river management
long centered on managing rivers, keeping them predictable and safe by limiting their
ability to change, and engineering solutions were focused on “hard” measures and
“technical proficiency” (Downs and Gregory 2004:45; Graf 2001:11; Higgs 2003:108).
American public opinion has largely changed in the last fifty years from treating
rivers as being managed for navigation and energy generation purposes for deeper
valuations that framed watersheds as living landscapes (Graf 2001:1). Trends in recent
17

years have shifted management authority from federal to state domain, where watershedbased organizational structures are gaining prominence particularly in Washington and
California. More focus is being put on preserving and restoring ecological integrity
(Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:745; Budy and Schaller 2007:1069; Downs and Gregory
2004:171; Graf 2001:6; Rohde, Kienast, and Bürgi 2004:574).
This change reflects a growing realization that rivers and watersheds are shaped
by multiple, interacting processes or stresses—both natural and human —and
consequently require personalized, contextualized management and restoration plans
(Downs and Gregory 2004:145). This concept of “working with the river rather than
against it” echoes the ecological planning sentiments of Ian McHarg and is a common
tenet in much of watershed restoration practice today (Downs and Gregory 2004:190).
RESTORATION PRACTICE
Interest in restoration has largely risen recently out of concerns about the ability
of watersheds to handle the impacts of land-use changes; increasing stress and impaired
physical integrity may alter “the ability of river systems to provide the ecological and
social services upon which human life depends” (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007: 739).
Recent studies have outlined the regeneration of ecosystem services2 through restoration
projects, establishing restoration as a viable method for reinstating physical integrity
(Buckley and Crone 2008:1119; Isaak et al. 2007:361).
Restoration projects often focus on in-stream habitat and riparian revegetation
measures. Common restoration measures involve bank stabilization using rootwads,
boulder revetments, and geotextile fabric mats, and riparian revegetation. Replanting
vegetation is perhaps the most universal restoration treatment, as it improves bank

2

Ecosystem services are the goods and services that sustain human life (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment 2001)
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stability and increases biodiversity in the riparian zone (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:7435). To restore functionality to the channel, floodplains are often reestablished, by
pushing back flood embankments, re-excavating accumulated sediments or (frequently in
mining scenarios) tailings, and stabilizing the new floodplain with vegetation (Downs and
Gregory 2004:242-3, 255). In-stream structures, such as weirs, deflectors, vanes, boulder
clusters, and root wads, are commonly placed within the channel to redirect flows in a
way that minimizes bank excavation and restores sinuosity (Bernhardt and Palmer
2007:745; Downs and Gregory 2004:258, 292, 298)
Other methods of restoration can vary to include property acquisition for
improvements, channel and floodplain improvements, or livestock access limitation,
ranging from tens to even millions of dollars in project cost (Palmer and Allan 2006:42;
Ryder and Miller 2005:149).
The availability of land, however, proves a major limiting factor in watershed
restoration. Alexander and Allan‟s survey of restoration projects showed that the largest
factor in determining restoration sites was the presence of available land, followed by
ecological concerns and then ecological opportunity (Alexander and Allan 2007:248). To
date most restoration work falls on government property, from the municipal to federal
level. Large-scale restorations are often limited when the watershed falls over land
divided into multiple properties. The difficulties and complexities involved with
multiple-landowner negotiations often push restoration projects to the sites that are most
feasible, which leaves the stream and river segments most in need of restoration either
neglected or dependent on landowner initiation (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:746).
MONITORING & PREDICTING OUTCOMES
Restoration, at its core, centers on planning for change and managing future
conditions (Downs and Gregory 2004:133, 146; Hill and Barnett 2007:2). Watershed
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ecosystems are dynamic systems, and designing restoration strategies to better manage
these systems requires an adaptive approach so that the best, most effect knowledge and
techniques may be applied (Choi 2007:352; Downs and Gregory 2004:194; Higgs
2003:68). Watershed and river basin managers need to be able to predict outcomes of
alternative management and restoration strategies in order to minimize unnecessary risk
to sensitive riparian ecosystems (Fullerton et al. 2009:219). Different methods have been
proposed, yet the most widely-accepted standard is implementing “post-project appraisal”
or monitoring (Brooks et al. 2006:675).
The scientific community places a high value on monitoring, but from a
restoration perspective, monitoring can provide valuable information on a wide variety of
restoration factors, including determining whether the intended project design was
effective and the assessment of unintended impacts. Knowledge gained through data can
be used to more efficiently guide future resource allocations (Downs and Gregory
2004:229).
The scientific and restoration community advocates long-term monitoring efforts
as a means to provide a continuous stream of data of both existing channel conditions and
the effects of restoration treatments. Measuring these parameters over an extended time
period provides an avenue for assessing the effectiveness of restoration treatments and
management strategies, allowing for adaptive management solutions based on the
determination of the most effective measures (Graf 2001:10).
Graf reviews the need for monitoring, calling for a set of physical indicator
parameters—similar to those used for biological and chemical integrity—in order to
document physical changes in rivers over time. In order to be most effective, the
parameters should consist of a relative few, simple features that can be monitored
relatively inexpensively by people without advanced training (Graf 2001:10).
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The traditional parameters developed by fluvial theory include: channel sinuosity,
pattern, channel width, depth, gradient, hydraulic roughness, flow velocity, water
discharge, sediment discharge, and sediment particle size. Issues arise, however, with the
variability associated with these common metrics, particularly stream flow and depth, as
well as the difficulty of assessing sediment discharge (Graf 2001:10).
The best metrics used to assess physical integrity, as recommended by Graf, are
channel width, water discharge, sinuosity, pattern, and particle size (Graf 2001:11).

Metric
Channel width

Useful Attributes for Assessing Physical Integrity
Simple and easily measured; Responds readily with sensitivity to
discharge

Water discharge

Availability of data due to extensive past monitoring

Sinuosity &

Spatial patterns, easily identifiable to the eye, that show path of

Pattern

channel

Particle Size

Shows the kind of material transported from upstream

Table 2:

Graf’s Recommended Metrics (Graf 2001:11)

Yet monitoring is a contentious topic in restoration science today. According to
Graf, scientists have long taken a narrow view of monitoring, recording data strictly
limited to their particular research interest and thus leaving little analysis for watershedcontextualized thinking or policy (Graf 2001:1).
A larger issue, however, is that monitoring for restoration projects is simply not
being undertaken to the degree that experts see fit (Alexander and Allan 2007:245;
Downs and Gregory 2004:314). In a study by Bash and Ryan, only around half of the
restoration projects analyzed conducted monitoring of biological, physical, chemical, or
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other parameters. Within that percentage of projects, data collection and monitoring
methods varied considerably (Bash and Ryan 2002:877). According to the database of
restoration projects compiled by the National River Restoration Science Synthesis
(NRRSS), only 10% of all restoration projects nationwide “included any mention of
assessment or evaluation,” and most of the monitoring efforts within that tenth provided
only “assessment of project implementation” (Palmer and Allan 2006:42). Karr, ever
suspicious of monitoring efforts, notes that “virtually all design and planning efforts
should evaluate likely project effects,” but yet “completed projects are rarely evaluated in
any but the most perfunctory way” (Karr 2002:152).
MONITORING STUDIES
Alexander and Allan studied restoration projects in Michigan, Wisconsin, and
Ohio for the National River Restoration Science Synthesis (NRRSS). Their study
interviewed restoration managers to assess project monitoring efforts and evaluate
restoration success based on the amount of monitoring conducted. The interviews
examined the guiding image behind each restoration project, the measurable
improvement of ecosystems, and the completion of an ecological assessment (Alexander
and Allan 2007:245-8).
Their study found that while 89% of interviewees claimed restoration project
success, due to lack of monitoring specific ecological indicators, only 11% of projects
had the data to be truly deemed successful (Alexander and Allan 2007:245).
Of the 89% of projects that were considered by the project management as successful,
53% of respondents based their evaluation off of “positive effects on the community” and
37% based on “overall positive effects on fish, wildlife, and plants.” Only 11% based
their evaluations on “the response of a specific ecological indicator,” which leads
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Alexander and Allan to the determination that the remaining 89% cannot be deemed
successful (Alexander and Allan 2007:250).
MONITORING DIFFICULTIES
The practice of validation monitoring3, such as checking for the presence of fish
in a watershed, is hindered by funding constraints in restoration projects, such that the
allocation of dollars goes first to the priority of carrying out the project and only to
monitoring as an afterthought (Karr 2002:145).
For some projects, finding effective monitoring strategies is difficult due to the
nature of the restoration. Bash and Ryan found, for instance, that projects cannot yet
monitor the progress of a riparian forest that takes fifty to one hundred years to reach
fruition. Even large woody debris results can take up to ten years to notice a difference
and often are contingent on periodic large storm events (Bash and Ryan 2002:884).
Indeed, the process of effectiveness monitoring4 is lengthy and cost-intensive,
which often creates a barrier to its implementation (Downs and Gregory 2004:314;
Palmer and Allan 2006:46; Rosi-Marshall et al. 2006:99). Bash and Ryan find that
providing incentives for monitoring and a means to guarantee funding would increase the
ability of restoration projects to monitor (Bash and Ryan 2002:885). Yet while forty
federal programs currently provide funding for watershed restoration projects, the
funding process continues to be viewed as a significant barrier (Palmer and Allan
2006:47). When asked to assess the main obstacles to monitoring implementation,
funding was the highest concern, followed by lack of time and personnel (Bash and Ryan
2002:882).

3

Validation monitoring is the post-project review to assess whether restoration goals were achieved.
Effectiveness monitoring assesses how effective the restoration treatments were in achieving desired
results.
4
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Rohde, Kienast, and Bürgi reiterate common sentiments on lack of post-project
monitoring. The Swiss researchers find that monitoring has been neglected in part by
funding constraints and the difficulties of evaluation methodology, and that the little
monitoring that does occur focuses solely on in-stream and biotic parameters, neglecting
the surrounding riparian areas altogether (Rohde, Kienast, and Bürgi 2004:574).
EVALUATING SUCCESS
Watershed restoration, as it applies for salmon and trout recovery, holds a high
degree of inherent uncertainty and possibility for both success and failure (Budy and
Schaller 2007:1068; Palmer and Allan 2006:44). Watersheds are highly complex systems
that often require decades to achieve noticeable recovery from degradation. Currently we
are restoring watersheds faster than sizeable results can be measured. This leads to a
significant knowledge gap and uncertainty as to whether current restoration treatments
are appropriate to achieve desired results.
Evaluating the potential for success before initiating a restoration plan thus is
“essential for prioritizing conservation plans, before investments are made in costly and
perhaps risky actions” (Budy and Schaller 2007:1080). Previous research quantifies
potential benefits of restoration by analyzing habitat and population models and
categorical filters. This research stresses the importance of evaluating restoration
potential for enhancing habitat and population numbers before initiating restoration
(Budy and Schaller 2007:1068).Bash and Ryan studied current trends in monitoring,
observing restoration projects in Washington state to examine links between project
goals, management, and monitoring (Bash and Ryan 2002:878). Their study found that
53% of the projects surveyed used “at least one biological, physical, chemical or other
water quality measure” for monitoring. Of that 53%, 62% directed monitoring towards
salmon surveys as the primary monitoring measure (Bash and Ryan 2002:880). Over
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70% of the projects studied were led by governmental agencies, and yet only 18%
reported being subject to mandatory monitoring requirements (Bash and Ryan 2002:881).
Bernhardt and Palmer consider it impossible to determine what restoration
strategies can be considered successful based on ecological goals due to the lack of
monitoring data. They maintain that success cannot be evaluated without better
monitoring efforts that yield empirical data related to specific ecological goals—not the
geomorphic or aesthetic attributes that frequently measured in current projects (Bernhardt
and Palmer 2007:747). Bash and Ryan reiterate common sentiments in restoration
practice today that success cannot be determined in watershed restoration projects
without monitoring data for evaluation (Bash and Ryan 2002:878).
Despite the great investment nationwide in watershed restoration, little consensus
exists on what makes a restoration project „successful‟ (Palmer et al. 2005: 209).
Restoration project outcomes demonstrate highly variable outcomes. Often results show
only modest ecosystem recovery after restoration, but with the difficulties of providing
meaningful monitoring data, these outcomes are difficult to quantify (Alexander and
Allan 2007:246). Common goals of restoration include restoring habitat and trying to
recreate stream conditions in which fish can thrive, yet much debate surrounds the actual
determination of success in achieving these aims (Bash and Ryan 2002:877).
The lack of criteria for success is an evident hindrance in restoration practice. In
California, as Palmer notes, “large amounts of gravel are added to rivers every year to
provide spawning habitat for salmon, but it is not clear whether this gravel remains in
place or that salmon populations are increasing” (Palmer and Allan 2006:44). Ryder and
Miller concur that so long as restoration success remains ambiguous, resources—both
natural and economic—cannot be used to maximum efficiency and will consequently
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prevent ecosystems from being restored to their utmost potential (Ryder and Miller
2005:148).
Watershed restoration currently totals over $1 billion in the United States per
year, yet, according to Palmer and Allan, waterways nationwide are not seeing
improvements at the same pace. Palmer and Allan associate this failure with the lack of
policy and restoration standards to quantify restoration success. They consider it currently
impossible to “use existing databases to determine whether the desired environmental
benefits of river restoration are being achieved” since there is no system for evaluating
how successful projects are. They call for federal policy initiatives to redress the lack of
regulatory evaluation criteria (Palmer and Allan 2006:42-4).
The issue thus focuses not on what methods of monitoring are used, but rather on
the criteria of evaluating success. Palmer et al. developed a five-part standard for
measuring ecological success in restoration based on: the presence of a guiding image,
measurable ecosystem improvement, the creation of a most resilient, self-sustaining
system, minimization of lasting harm, and the completion of ecological assessment and
monitoring (Palmer et al. 2005: 209). Rosi-Marshall et al. propose a similar standard for
determining success based on “a clear understanding of the problem, clearly stated goals,
and effective post-evaluation” (Rosi-Marshall et al. 2006:99).
Yet the issue of success is far from straightforward. As Higgs points out in
discussing the issue of success, “an acceptable definition is a precondition for deciding
what constitutes good restoration,” and “good” restoration or design are incredibly
contentious, value-laden concepts (Higgs 2003:95, 279). According to Higgs, there is no
single, one-size-fits-all restoration that encompasses “success,” but rather numerous
unique kinds of “good restoration” (Higgs 2003:272). Graf seconds this notion, noting
that “the exact measures of indicator parameters are not inherently „good‟ or „bad,‟ but
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changes in them have associated quality judgments derived from societal values” (Graf
2001:10). With no universal rubric for assessment, different types of evaluation are thus
needed to compare different aspects of restoration.
TYPES OF EVALUATION
The type of evaluation applied to a restoration depends on the criteria of the
project being assessed; analysis of the process of restoration, for example, falls in a
separate category from analysis of the restored products or results (Higgs 2003:111;
Palmer et al. 2005:213). The traditional perspective would evaluate based on
“construction-centered and short term” standards of stream channel engineering, yet
modern ecological watershed restoration work requires a more performance-centered,
long-term approach to evaluation that focuses on the individual circumstances of each
site (Downs and Gregory 2004:229, 232).
Key to this discussion is the understanding that success constitutes different
meanings for different individuals under varying scenarios.
Success varies according to each individual‟s perception and as a result can be defined in
countless different ways. Some restoration projects measure success through
improvements in ecological metrics, carrying out project implantation according to
schedule, pleasing stakeholders, the survival of structures over time, or experience
learned through the project (Alexander and Allan 2007:246).
Success can be weighed based on: physical project performance results, results
compared to the intended target, public and stakeholder opinion, created recreational or
ecological opportunities, cost effectiveness, or experience gained through the process
(Downs and Gregory 2004:273; Palmer et al. 2005: 209).
Various studies have addressed the issue of defining success yet typically ignore
the cultural considerations and aspects of success. Palmer divides success into three main
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categories—stakeholder, learning, and ecological—and finds that “Assessment is a
critical component of all restoration projects but achieving stated goals is not a
prerequisite to a valuable project” (Alexander and Allan 2007:246; Palmer et al.
2005:212). Alexander and Allan attribute success to restoration structures that are “selfsustaining:” project measures that wash out, require continuous maintenance, or decrease
ecosystem effectiveness are deemed unsustainable and therefore unsuccessful (Alexander
and Allan 2007:253; Downs and Gregory 2004:313).
Palmer et al. acknowledge that success in restoration is multifaceted, allowing for
many different interpretations and evaluations, but similarly maintain that success needs
to be contingent on “whether the restoration is an ecological success” (Palmer et al.
2005:209). Palmer et al. note the importance of determining ecological success because
not all restoration efforts improve environmental conditions; these restorations, such as
infrastructure protection and park creation, may provide some benefits yet also “degrade
nearby waterways” (Palmer et al. 2005: 209). Palmer and Allan thus maintain that
ecological success is the key to improving physical integrity (Palmer and Allan 2006:45).
Higgs, however, calls for a more expanded, holistic evaluation of success not
limited to ecological factors but rather expanded to the “social, cultural, aesthetic,
economic, political, and moral values” (Higgs 2003:96, 237). The premise to Higgs‟
work Nature by Design is that restoration is successful in essence when it supports both
the natural environment and human society, and that restoration success correlates
directly with the value of the “broader implication of its practice” (Higgs 2003:220, 226).
According to the analysis of Buckley and Crone, for a restoration to be successful,
the project must be both “socially and ecologically compatible” with the landscape and
its community. On the other hand, where restoration objectives and practices are “socially
incompatible,” the project will result in negative social externalities for the community
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and thus limit restoration success (Buckley and Crone 2008:1120-1). Their study finds
that “only with a clear understanding of the expectations and priorities of other parties are
bargaining processes likely to produce stable outcomes in which no parties feel cheated”
(Buckley and Crone 2008:1122).
To be successful, Karr stresses the needs to be realistic—“we can‟t repair more
than a hundred years of damage in five to ten years”—and integrate the social and the
scientific (Karr 2002:158). Thus, as Higgs puts it: “the challenge is to find an acceptable
definition that manifests both ecological realities and an awareness of culturally
contingent meanings” (Higgs 2003:109).

LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY
Human influence and interaction is rarely brought into the greater picture of
watershed management and restoration, yet landscapes are shaped by a continual
exchange between natural and ecological processes as well as human agency and land use
(Graf 2001:16; Higgs 2003:260-3). As Wu and Hobbs describe, landscapes are shaped by
both ecological and socioeconomic backgrounds (Wu and Hobbs 2002:357). Vitousek et
al. expand on this notion, finding that a true understanding of land management “requires
integrating the social, economic, and cultural causes of land transformation with
evaluations of [the] biophysical nature and consequences” (Vitousek et al. 1997: 495).
Thus, there is an inherent need to “move beyond stereotyping to examine exactly how
people have been involved with ecological processes, and how they themselves are
ecological agents” (Higgs 2003:170; Wu and Hobbs 2002:358, 361).
This key point necessitates that humans be brought into the equation of river
management and restoration. Humans have been actively shaping and controlling
watersheds for centuries and will continue to do so in the future. Scientists estimate that
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between one-third to one-half of the planet‟s land surface has been “transformed by
human action,” and have found that human influence has touched, to varying to degrees,
every surface ecosystem on the planet (Vitousek et al. 1997: 494).
Today the matter is evolving, however. We continue to extract resources from
riparian and mountain ecosystems for human consumption, but as our awareness of
ecological ramifications expands, we are shifting more focus to restoration. Thus
watersheds are emerging as metaphorical battlefields, where conflicting values and uses
are stacking stakeholder interests against one another (particularly concentrating on
resource-extraction versus conservation)
Yet as previously noted, restorations must be ecologically compatible with the
watershed and socially compatible with the surrounding communities to make progress
(Buckley and Crone 2008:1122). Thus, in addition to recognizing humans as agents of
ecological change—both positive and negative—competing value systems need to
permitted to interact if consensus on sustainable watershed management is to be attained.
The discussion needs to address the negative impacts caused by local land use on the
watershed, but also acknowledge the needs of the community, their economic base
conditions, and social values. In essence, focusing on both the mitigation of past impacts
and the creation of a future consensus must be integrated to plan future strategies for
restoring watershed integrity.
The discipline to handle this analysis is Landscape Ecology, a field of theory
which integrates humans and nature. Landscape ecology considers human presence and
influence to be vital in the functioning of landscapes and evaluates the role restorative
efforts as well as detrimental anthropogenic impacts (Wu and Hobbs 2002:362).
Restoration is mostly a watershed-centered endeavor, and the framework of
landscape ecology compliments the watershed perspective. The discipline uses a holistic
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perspective, with a key concept being the importance of not only the physical and
ecological factors of a landscape but also recognizing that socioeconomic and cultural
elements are inherent and fundamental facets of every mosaic (Wu and Hobbs 2002:361).
As a discipline, landscape ecology has exploded in recent decades (Wu and
Hobbs 2002:355). The term „Landscape ecology‟ was first used in 1950 by Carl Troll, a
German geographer, as aerial photography offered a new perspective to physical
geography (Turner 2005:320). Landscape ecology has traditionally focused on terrestrial
patterns but also applies readily to aquatic and riparian realms (Turner 2005:319; Wu and
Hobbs 2002:357).
Landscape ecology gives a theoretical framework for analyzing the spatial
distribution and patterns of land uses (Foreman 1995:16). Land mosaics, as defined by
Forman, are “large heterogeneous areas with important natural systems viewed at the
human scale, such as landscapes, regions, or the area seen from an airplane window or in
an aerial photograph” (Forman 1995:16). Ecological flows crisscross the landscape and
create spatial patterns (Forman 1995:92). As a geographic area bounded by drainage,
watersheds can thus easily be analyzed in terms of land mosaics, with streams running
throughout the watershed transporting organisms and materials between geomorphic
features (Graf 2001:17; Ryder and Miller 2005:149). Landscape ecology looks at these
mosaics, breaking the landscape down into assorted components for spatial analysis to
see how the mosaics function and relate to each other (Forman 1995:16, 98).
Landscape ecology focuses on three key components of the landscape: pattern,
function, and change. The pattern, or structure, of the landscape is the “spatial
arrangement of the elements present.” The features of landscape pattern are often
described in terms of landscape ecology elements--patches, corridors, and matrices.
Function focuses on the movement of materials across the pattern, and change tracks how
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the patterns evolves over time (Forman 1995:17). Landscape ecology seeks to understand
the interaction of pattern and process: in essence, how the layout of the landscape relates
to the flows and processes therein. The discipline incorporates how each component
within the mosaic functions, moves, varies, and interacts with the space around it (Wu
and Hobbs 2002:358).
Scale is a key issue that landscape ecology seeks to understand. The discipline
explores how actions at one particular scale affect other scales and cause repercussions
throughout the landscape (Wu and Hobbs 2002:360). Ricklefs argues for the importance
of analyzing ecosystems from a holistic, regional—or watershed—perspective, as larger
scales offer far more integration for analysis than the local (Ricklefs 2008:742). Ricklefs
calls for viewing process and pattern inherent in landscape ecology on a time-space
continuum in order to understand more complete relationships occurring within a
landscape (Ricklefs 2008:744).
Landscape ecology thus emphasizes the spatial context, relating a stream segment
to a river to an entire watershed, by “placing a site in the context of, and interacting with,
its surrounding mosaic of land uses” (Forman 1995:98). The discipline incorporates
“local resources, land-use and disturbance history, and the importance of flux of
individuals into and out of the local patch from elsewhere in the landscape” (Pulliam and
Johnson 2002: 70; Turner 2005:328).
As Forman states:
Landscape ecology is at exactly the right spatial scale for effective planning. It
explicitly integrates nature and people. Its principles work in any landscape, from
urban to forest and cropland to desert. Its spatial language is simple, facilitating
easy communication among land-use decision-makers, professionals, and scholars
of many disciplines. Centered on spatial pattern at the human scale, landscape
ecology is directly usable. (Forman 1995:17)
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Landscape ecology, along with conservation biology, has heavily influenced this
evolving perception of “how fish populations relate to the environment” (Isaak et al.
2007:352). Using a landscape (or watershed) perspective allows for “a more complete
view of the factors influencing the current abundance, distribution, and diversity of
organisms” (Pulliam and Johnson 2002:71). Landscape ecology provides a scientific
basis for land use and conservation planning and, by weaving the human legacy of
impacts into the analysis and management of riparian ecosystems, offers an effective way
for strategizing about the restoration of fish habitat in watershed in the Pacific Northwest
(Forman 1995:86; Wu and Hobbs 2002:358).
Land use legacy is another key concept in landscape ecology. Land use legacies,
defined by Wu and Hobbs as the “types, extents, durations of persistent effects of prior
land use on ecological patterns and processes,” reflect the influence of past human
involvement on the landscape (Wu and Hobbs 2002:359). These legacies are shaped by
natural disturbances but also shaped heavily by land-use history (Turner 2005:321).
Harding et al. studied landscape memory in Appalachian mountain streams and found
that the impacts of past land uses, in the form of heavy agriculture, persisted through the
decades so that the present distribution of fish, invertebrates, and sediment remain
impaired. The notion of the “ghost of land use past” shows that streams are highly
dependent on surrounding land uses and, as a result, continue to feel the impacts of
previous use far into the future (Harding et al. 1998; Pulliam and Johnson 2002:73, 77).
As such, landscape ecology provides insight into how past, present, and future land uses
and human interactions shape the landscape (Pulliam and Johnson 2002:73; Turner
2005:336).
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ECOSYSTEM SERVICES
The landscape perspective also provides a link between the study of populations
and underlying ecosystem services (Turner 2005:336). Ecosystem services, as defined by
Gretchen Daily, as the “conditions and processes through which natural ecosystems, and
the species that make them up, sustain and fulfill human life” (Daily 1997:3).
Rivers and watersheds provide countless ecosystem goods and services, and restoration
work is increasingly geared towards restoring ecosystem services as well as enhancing
and protecting habitat (Dodds et al. 2008:837; Palmer et al. 2005: 209).
Humans, as the dominant organisms that actively change and manage ecosystems,
can increase or decrease ecosystem services through our actions. As noted by Vitousek et
al., “Human use of land alters the structure and functioning of ecosystems, and it alters
how ecosystems interact with the atmosphere, with aquatic systems, and with
surrounding land” (Vitousek et al. 1997: 494). Human land management thus creates
trade-offs where certain services may be prioritized at the expense of others (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment 2001: 50, 60). Yet changes in the quantity and quality of services
cause repercussions (which may be positive or negative) by altering the benefits that
humans may derive from those services (Costanza et al. 1997: 255). For this reason, the
valuation of ecosystem services is vital to allow us to make informed policy and
management decisions.
Many recent studies have sought to estimate the value of ecosystem services
(Costanza et al. 1997: 253). These studies attempt to translate the social and economic
contributions of ecosystems into monetary terms so that disparate services can be
compared across a standard unit of assessment. Some works, such as the Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, outline the impacts different actions have on various components
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of ecosystems in order to provide policy makers a tool to better evaluate tradeoffs
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2001:127, 128, 130).
Placing a value on ecosystem goods that hold a modern market value can be
relatively simple, particularly with the exclusion of externalities; on the other hand,
ecosystem services with less-tangible benefits prove more difficult and contentious to
ascribe value (Dodds et al. 2008:837). People value ecosystem services according to
different motivations and perceptions of ecological, socioeconomic, and intrinsic value.
The services through with people derive immediate use maintain “use value,” whereas
other services provide “non-use value” through indirect human benefit (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment 2001:128).
Ecological and socio-cultural values, which often arise in the restoration process,
can be underappreciated since they lack a direct monetary market value, and
consequently face risk of unsustainable use (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment
2001:127, 131, 139). Yet the very value a culture attributes to a given ecosystem service
determines how that service will be regulated and consumed (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment 2001:147).
The value of ecosystem services provided by watersheds is difficult to assess.
Healthy watersheds, as defined within the context of the American economic framework,
are public goods that provide benefit to everyone within the watershed (Hurd 2009: 4).
Research on the valuation of watershed systems has focused on the assessment of
benefits and burdens, such as the benefits gained throughout a watershed through
restoration. Numerous studies (Compton et al. 2006; Naylor et al. 2005; Rohde et al.
2004) assess biological and ecological benefits and burdens resulting from restoration,
particularly in respect to salmon population responses to restoration work.
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Other studies (Anderson 1989; Boyle et al. 1992; Collins et al. 2005; Costanza et
al. 1997; Hurd 2009) examine the economic benefits and burdens of restoration projects.
These studies seek to assign numerical dollar values to restoration results in order to
establish the economic feasibility and justification for watershed restoration. Research in
this area compares Willingness to Pay results (for parameters such as water quality,
wildlife, and forest health), the cost of damage already caused by impaired watersheds
(often due to sedimentation and necessary road removal), savings by restoring watersheds
to prevent future damage, employee impacts through the creation of restoration jobs, and
community growth estimates (Hurd 2009:5-15).
Although these two main research areas—the ecological assessment and the
economic assessment—examining benefits and burdens may tie in some social elements,
a significant gap exists in the research of cultural benefits and burdens observed in the
restoration process. Christian-Smith and Merenlender, who examine the political context
behind watershed restoration, comment on the dearth of research being conducted on the
social factors that influence land use change and degradation (Christian-Smith and
Merenlender 2006: 95-6).
This gap is significant because, as previously noted, the ecological and social are
inextricably bound in watershed restoration. Though cultural factors are often left out of
watershed studies, they are exceedingly relevant as they influence local choices in land
use and management policies. As Peterson notes, “to understand these ecosystems,
ecologists need to better understand the behavior of their dominant species—humans”
(Peterson 2000:324).
The feelings and perceptions the local community holds regarding restoration are
exceedingly important to the overall restoration process because community awareness
and watershed health go hand in hand. If the community views the restoration of their
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watershed as a benefit—through better water quality, fisheries, habitat, or scenery, for
example—they will feel more incentive to expand the restoration and be better stewards
of their environment. Conversely, if local residents perceive burdens through the
restoration, such as limited access to resource areas or financial pressures, they will be
unlikely (or even unwilling) to change their land use practices.
To explore this social element of watershed restoration evaluation, this study will
use the framework of landscape ecology, which integrates humans and their environment,
to analyze different stakeholder‟s perceived benefits and burdens in the Mores Creek
Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project in the Boise Basin of Central Idaho. Through
analysis of each stakeholder‟s restoration goals and values, this study will explore what
constitutes success and failure for different stakeholders and build upon these perceived
benefits and burdens to provide recommendations for watershed restoration practice.
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Chapter 3: Project Background
An estimated 500,000 abandoned mine sites blanket the American West, and
nearly 40% of watersheds, including 180,000 acres of lakes and reservoirs, in the West
suffer from mine contamination (Collias 2006). One such example, examined in this
study, is Mores Creek and its tributaries in the Boise Basin of Central Idaho.
GEOGRAPHY
The Boise-Mores Creek watershed (referred to as the Mores Creek watershed) lies
within the northern reach of the Boise River Subbasin (USFS BNF et al. 2006:2). Often
referred to as the Boise Basin, the watershed includes the drainage area of the Upper
Boise River, located seven miles northeast of the city of Boise, Idaho, and extends into
the Boise National Forest and Sawtooth Wilderness Area. The Boise Basin does not
actually include the city of Boise; rather, it includes the valley extending between the
Payette River and the Boise River (Idaho DEQ 2009).
The Boise-Mores Creek Subbasin officially extends approximately 1,375 square
miles (2212.9 square kilometers) from north of Lucky Peak dam to the North and Middle
Forks of the Boise River and the Mores Creek drainages (Idaho Department of Water
Resources). The basin contains the upper main stem of the Boise River, Mores Creek and
its tributaries, Arrowrock Reservoir, and Lucky Peak Reservoir (Idaho DEQ 2009).
Grimes Creek and Elk Creek are the main tributaries into Mores Creek, which itself flows
into Lucky Peak Reservoir. Mores, Grimes, and Elk Creeks are the most degraded creeks
in the watershed (USFS BNF et al. 2006:3, 5).
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Figure 1:

Boise-Mores Creek Sub-basin

The drainage area of the watershed extends 620 square miles (1,604.7 square
kilometers). The watershed contains 175 named streams, including 571.8 miles (904
kilometers) of perennial streams and 281.2 miles (452.4 kilometers) of intermittent
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streams (USFS 2006:3). Out of 400,000 acres, 81.5% of the watershed is designated as
forest and 17.4% as rangeland (Idaho DEQ 2009).
Elevations within the watershed vary from 2,840 feet to 9,070 feet above sea level
(Idaho DEQ 2009). The area falls within a dry region, receiving very little precipitation in
the summer and subject to extreme fire risk (Idaho DEQ 2009). The forests are
dominated by ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) and Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
(Idaho DEQ 2009).
The general flow of the watershed flows from north to south, with flows peaking
from April to June with snowmelt and low flows occurring the rest of the year. Upstream
conditions are characterized by high stream energy through channels lined with boulders,
cobbles, and rubble in riffle-pool sequence (Idaho DEQ 2009; Isaak et al. 2007:354).
The watershed falls within the Idaho Batholith, a large granitic deposit covering
much of Central Idaho. The geology of the area is thus composed primarily of
decomposed granite and gold vein deposits. The decomposed granite has very low water
absorption and increases runoff throughout the area‟s steep slopes (Idaho DEQ 2009).
The watershed is home to a number of sensitive species including flammulated
owls (Otus flammeolus), white-headed woodpeckers (Picoides albolarvatus), mountain
quail (Oreortyx pictus), Canadian lynx (Lynx canadensis) and wolverines (Gulo gulo
luscus). The area is also home to a pack of gray wolves (Canis lupus), American beaver
(Castor canadensis), bald eagles (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), willow flycatchers
(Empidonax traillii), and the Columbia spotted frog (Rana luteiventris). Fish species (25
total, including 13 native) include bull trout, redband trout (Salvelinus confluentus),
mountain whitefish (Prosopium williamsoni), northern pikeminnow (Ptychocheilus
oregonensis), Kokanee salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) and brook trout (Salvelinus
fontinalis) (Idaho DEQ 2009; USFS BNF et al. 2006:3).
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The Forest Service owns approximately 60% of the land within the watershed;
21% of the land is held privately, 15% by the State of Idaho, and the remaining 4% by
other agencies (USFS BNF et al. 2006:3).
The watershed lies principally in Boise County, with small sections falling in Ada
and Elmore Counties (Idaho DEQ 2009). Idaho City, Centerville, and Placerville are the
basin‟s main towns and all have rich mining legacies (Collias 2006). Idaho City, with a
population listed in 2000 at 458, is the county seat of Boise County and falls at 4,000 feet
above sea level (Idaho DEQ 2009).
LAND USE HISTORY
The Mores Creek watershed has been heavily degraded by extensive logging
operations, road construction, livestock grazing, and gold mining. The Boise Basin has
been mined continuously since the mid-Nineteenth Century (USFS BNF et al. 2006:2,5).
The Boise Basin yielded America‟s richest gold rush, taking place during the
Civil War. Gold deposits were discovered near Centerville in Grimes Creek in August of
1862. Idaho City was founded shortly after near the confluence of Mores and Elk Creeks
and quickly developed as a boomtown, passing Portland as the largest city in the Pacific
Northwest in 1863 (Idaho DEQ 2009; USFS BNF et al. 2006:2). First the Boise Basin
was placer-mined, a process that uses high-powered water and gravity to sort out gold
dust rather than chemical agents like cyanide. Steam-powered water hoses (termed
“giants”) were pulled through the valley, spraying water into the hillsides and flushing
the top layer of the mountainside into large sluices. Gold would sink to the bottom of the
sluice, leaving the sediment material from the denuded hillsides to flow downstream out
of Mores Creek (Collias 2006).
By the early 1900‟s mining in the Boise Basin transitioned to dredge mining,
which continued for nearly fifty years. Dredgers were built on two-story boats with a
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conveyor-like system of attached buckets. The rig would systematically plug through the
streams, travelling back and forth across the entire breadth of the valley, pulling up
bucket and bucket of bed material to sift out gold. This process effectively flipped the
entire soil substrate upside down, bringing large cobble stones and bedrock aggregate
material to the surface in heaping piles up to fifteen feet deep. Gold was extracted, and
the remaining refuse—turned over vegetation, sand, and fine sediments—were released
to flow downstream (Collias 2006; USFS BNF et al. 2006:2-3).
The dredge mining was highly invasive and significantly altered the
geomorphology of the stream network. While dredging the valley bottom, the dredge
operators diverted the streams across the valley to run the dredgers. As a result, they
physically moved Mores Creek from one side of the basin to the other, leaving little to no
riparian area and destroying functional floodplains for the watershed. Barren tailings
denuded of vegetation line the stream banks channelizing the flow of Mores Creek into
somewhat of a canal, leaving Boise County with serious flooding hazards (Collias 2006).
The tailings may contain residual mercury from the original placer mining
operations. Since the dredging effectively buried the fine sediments containing mercury
so deep within the channel, mercury levels are very low and have been determined to be
unlikely to resurface due to restoration activities (USFS BNF et al. 2006:6).
Whereas the upper reaches of Mores Creek that were not mined as extensively
contain higher quality habitat, riparian cottonwood forest, and more floodplain
connectivity, all low-gradient areas of the open valley have at one time been dredged,
leaving the stream banks, and indeed much of the valley floor, layered with dredge
tailings (USFS BNF et al. 2006:2,3). All of the structures in Idaho City—the schools,
churches, homes—sit atop these tailings.
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ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND WATER QUALITY
As with any extractive industry, the impacts realized on the landscape are both
physical and biological. Such impacts may be expected to include bed degradation, bank
erosion, turbidity, bed armoring, altered hydraulics, altered sediment transport regimes,
damaged riparian vegetation, water acidification, reduced large woody debris, fish kills,
altered fish migration, and increases in exotic fish populations (Downs and Gregory
2004:103).
All of these impacts have been realized in the Boise Basin. The extensive mining
operations have altered nearly all of the floodplain areas within the Mores Creek
watershed (USFS BNF et al. 2006:6). Mine tailings layer the stream banks up to 15 feet
deep. These piles of rock prevent the channel from any natural meandering, effectively
channelizing the flow. The channelization of the streams with tailings increases the
velocity of water and the amount of fine sediments flowing downstream, rather than
depositing sediments in the floodplain (Collias 2006; USFS BNF et al. 2006:2). The
tailings also prevent any riparian vegetation from taking root and thus limiting fish and
wildlife habitat. As a result, streams that once were lined with cottonwood forests now
are lined with heaps of cobble tailings. Native cottonwood and willows, when lining the
streams, provide shade and slow the velocity of the water, keeping water temperatures
cool. Without the shade of natural riparian vegetation, the water temperatures within the
creeks are no longer regulated naturally and as a result have risen to dangerous levels
(USFS BNF et al. 2006:3). The altered channels also experience reduced groundwater
interaction and hyporheic exchange, which helps regulate in-stream temperatures (Collias
2006; USFS BNF et al. 2006:2).
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Figure 2:

Tailings along stream bank of Grimes Creek (Sara Cottingham)

Under natural conditions, the water flowing through Mores Creek would hover
around 22 degrees Celsius (71 degrees Fahrenheit). In 1999, however, water temperatures
of 35 degrees Celsius (95 degrees Fahrenheit) were recorded, with frequent daily highs of
28 degrees Celsius (82 degrees Fahrenheit). This creates seasonal thermal barriers to
migrating bull trout and redband trout (Collias 2006; USFS BNF et al. 2006:6). In
addition, the elevated temperatures have resulted in fish kills throughout the basin.
Rainbow trout and bull trout, listed as endangered by the Endangered Species Act, cannot
survive without sufficient oxygen levels within the stream. The increased temperatures
cause a decrease in native fish and an increase in non-native invasive species that can
survive in the warmer water (Collias 2006).
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Bull trout spawning and early rearing grounds lie in the upper 4.4 miles (7.1 km)
of Mores Creek, leaving the lower 34 miles (54.7 km) for foraging and migration habitat.
The habitats have been assessed as poor in foraging, migratory, and wintering habitat and
possess a thermal barrier, meaning that the water temperature is too high to support fish
life (USFS BNF et al. 2006:4).
Kokanee salmon, which provide key foraging for bull trout in the area, migrate
through Lucky Peak Reservoir to Grimes and Mores Creek for spawning in early autumn.
However, a thermal barrier results every summer from warm waters flowing out of
Grimes Creek and prevents the kokanee from migrating upstream, and also coincides
with the bull trout‟s upstream migration out of Arrowrock Dam into the Boise River
(Idaho DEQ 2009; USFS BNF et al. 2006:4). In order to restore the federally listed bull
trout populations, kokanee salmon populations must first be restored to provide the
necessary forage (USFS BNF et al. 2006:4).
Fish are important to both the culture and ecology of the Pacific Northwest,
especially in Idaho. Idaho‟s wild salmon are unique and adapted specifically to Idaho‟s
natural conditions. Idaho salmon migrate up to 900 miles (1448.4 km) over 6,000 feet of
elevation change, making their migration to spawning grounds longer and higher than
any other salmon variety on the planet. The fish have specifically adapted to tolerate the
cold, high alpine environment in Idaho (Idaho Rivers United).
Trout and salmon species also play important roles in the larger ecosystem. Rivers
and streams flowing over the Idaho Batholith have low nutrient content due to the rocky
granitic landscape. Through the seasonal salmon cycle, the decomposition of dead
salmon carcasses provides the key nutrients and natural fertilizer for the landscape as
well as food for a variety of species (Idaho Rivers United).
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The Mores Creek watershed is the only significant tributary to the Lucky Peak
Reservoir, which makes Mores Creek a last lifeline for the local bull trout population
(USFS BNF et al. 2006:2). Habitat surveys and temperature profiles from Mores Creek
and its tributaries verified a lack of suitable fish habitat and the presence of a thermal
barrier between upper and lower Mores Creek (USFS BNF 2006:1).
Mores Creek and its tributaries are classified as “impaired waters” under Section
303(d) of the Clean Water Act by the Environmental Protection Agency due to elevated
temperature (Collias 2006). Mores Creek and Grimes Creek are listed for temperature
and sediment impairment, while Elk Creek is listed strictly for temperature (Idaho DEQ
2009).
PLAN FOR RESTORATION
After the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality developed the Total
Maximum Daily Load for Mores Creek in 2006, the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain
Restoration Project was designed to restore the beneficial uses of the creek through the
reduction of sediment concentrations and water temperature (USFS BNF 2006:1).
The restoration project was born out of the vision of Hana West, the hydrologist
of the Idaho City District of the Boise National Forest. West envisioned restoring the
Mores Creek and its tributaries as a means to restore some functionality to the highly
altered streams and thereby repair in-stream habitat for fish and other riparian species.
Through West‟s leadership, the U.S. Forest Service worked with West Central
Highland Resource Conservation and Development Council, the Idaho Department of
Fish and Game, CH2M Hill, Trout Unlimited, the City of Idaho City, and private
landowners to develop a five-year watershed restoration plan, focused primarily on
restoring functionality to the floodplains and riparian vegetation along the creeks (USFS
BNF et al. 2006:2).
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RESTORATION OBJECTIVES
Key objectives of the restoration treatment design included (USFS BNF 2005:2):


Increase stream channel complexity by increasing channel sinuosity and the
number of pools



Maximize the duration, depth, and area of floodplain inundation to meet the needs
of desired target species



Achieve peak flow depths and velocities to mobilize fine sediments (<2mm) for
overbank deposition & maintain conditions for critical fish habitat



Increase shading of the stream and channel banks



Increase native vegetation and encourage beaver populations to enhance
floodplains



Maximize the use of native materials for fish habitat structures



Minimize excavation volumes, waste, and disturbance to stream habitat



Minimize construction costs



Avoid disturbing heritage tailing sites
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Figure 3:

Before and After Stream Bed Cross Section (USFS BNF 2005)
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PHASES OF THE MORES CREEK PROJECT
The Mores Creek restoration project was designed in four phases. Phase I began
in 2006 with a half-mile stretch Demonstration Project on Mores Creek just north of
Idaho City. At the Demonstration site, the first objective was pushing the tailings back
thirty feet from the stream to create a floodplain. Then the area was planted with
cottonwood and willow saplings. In-stream structures were installed to redirect flow and
recreate a riffle-pool sequence for habitat (Collias 2006; USFS BNF 2006:2; USFS BNF
et al. 2006:7). The Demonstration Site served as a model, conducted on Forest Service
land, to show the community and area landowners how the restoration project would
work (USFS BNF et al. 2006:10).

Figure 4:

Demonstration Site on Mores Creek (Sara Cottingham)
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Phase II began in 2007, expanding to a 3-mile pilot stretch of Mores Creek and
then 6 additional miles downstream in 2008. As designed, this phase built upon the model
used in the Demonstration Site and applied the process to a larger area (USFS BNF et al.
2006:10).
Phase III addressed 3 miles of Elk Creek, Idaho City‟s water supply source. Elk
Creek was suffering heavy sediment loading from Gold Hill, a denuded cliff left with
milky exposed fine sediments from the effects of placer mining. Located just past the
high school in Idaho City, the hill‟s sediments wash into the creek with every rainfall.
The cumulative effects of the sediment load entering the creek from Gold Hill degraded
Idaho City‟s municipal water supply. Due to the amount of silt overloading the city‟s
sand water filters, the state issued “boil orders” for Idaho City to treat the turbidity before
drinking the water (Collias 2006; USFS BNF et al. 2006:10).
To address the water quality problem facing the city‟s water supply, Elk Creek
was incorporated into the Mores Creek watershed restoration program. West centered the
Elk Creek treatments on the construction of “check-dams,” in which rocks and logs are
arranged to trap the sediment flowing off the hills. She recruited volunteers from the local
Boy Scouts troop, Idaho Youth Ranch, the Youth Conservation Corps, and Vineyard
Christian Fellowship to assist in the project (Collias 2006).
Phase IV focuses on 17 miles of Grimes Creek and is currently underway. The
Grimes Creek phase is unique in that the entire stretch falls under single ownership. The
Baumhoff family has owned the surface and water rights to nearly the entire stretch of
Grimes Creek dating back to the nineteenth century. After four generations of mining the
land, the Baumhoff family has partnered with the Forest Service and the Mores Creek
restoration team to restore their stretch of Grimes Creek.
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The overall restoration plan for each phase involved first assessing channel
conditions and limiting factors for each particular reach, and then developing a range of
restoration alternatives to meet the needs of varying conditions and constraints (USFS
BNF et al. 2006:10). General restoration measures have included: surveying Elk and
Grimes Creek for priority restoration areas; excavating mine tailings from the floodplain;
repairing channel alignment; stabilizing streambeds and creating riffle-pool complexes
with barbs, vanes, rootwads and boulders; using in-stream structures to build fish habitat;
planting native riparian vegetation (including cottonwoods, red osier, alders, willows,
wetland forbs, grasses, and sedges). Primary construction is undertaken during the low
flows of the winter months with track excavators, dump trucks, and bulldozers, while tree
plantings occur in the summer months using largely volunteer teams (USFS 2006:36).
RESTORATION THROUGH PARTNERSHIP
The restoration project was largely made possible through the unique partnership
West forged. West formed a team with core partners from Trout Unlimited, West Central
Highlands Resource Conservation & Development Council, and CH2M Hill. Each
partner thus offered expertise in a different arena.
West and the environmental scientist partner from CH2M Hill were primarily
responsible for the design and ultimate plan of the restoration. Their expertise in
hydrology and environmental engineering enhanced their understandings of the
watershed and how best to accommodate and design for its needs.
Trout Unlimited took on the role of assisting in education and outreach. A special
grant through the Tiffany‟s Foundation created the position of Boise River Watershed
Coordinator who worked closely with the team. From the outset, West and the
partnership acknowledged that the support of the local community and private
landowners would be essential to the success of restoration in the entire watershed. The
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team thus sought to develop a technically sound restoration that engaged the community.
Trout Unlimited proved essential in this respect, serving as outreach liaison bringing
school and community groups into the project and educating the public on the restoration
process (USFS BNF et al. 2006:11,31).
The inclusion of West Central Highlands RC&D Council also proved essential for
enabling the project to be initiated. West Central Highlands RC&D is a non-profit
organization that creates partnership for managing resources in ways that support local
economies, communities, and the environment (USFS BNF et al. 2006:30). Through their
involvement, West Central Highlands was able to apply for and receive funding as a nonprofit that otherwise would have been unattainable for the Forest Service (USFS BNF et
al. 2006:13).
By 2006, the Forest Service has contributed over $100,000, followed by over
$40,000 from CH2M Hill, and $15,000 from Trout Unlimited. The project received an
EPA 319(h) Grant for $100,000 in 2006, a Forest Service Centennial Grant in 2006 for
$25,000, and a $177,500 grant from the Southwest Idaho Resource Advisory Committee
in 2005, in addition to other contributions from the Idaho Resource Advisory Committee,
the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, the Forest Service and the Embrace-A-Stream
grant program of Trout Unlimited (Collias 2006; USFS BNF et al. 2006:7).
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Chapter 4: Methods
APPROACH
The purpose of this study is to evaluate success in watershed restoration using the
Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project as a case study.
Given the wide range of frameworks for evaluating success and the inherent
difficulties of evaluating restoration results in the short-term after the project‟s
completion, this study analyzes the Mores Creek project to compare different
stakeholder‟s evaluations of relative success and failure of the restoration.
The principal approach to this objective is through personal interviews with
stakeholders in the Mores Creek project. Through these interviews, this study analyzes
the individual goals and motivations of different stakeholders in the Mores Creek project
to explore how these underlying factors shaped their definitions of success in the
restoration.
By understanding varying stakeholder valuations and priorities, the landscape
ecology framework can be applied to assess benefits and burdens perceived by
stakeholders, and ultimately be used to improve the restoration process.
STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
Formal interviews were conducted with seven stakeholders in Idaho City, Idaho.
Respondents represent four stakeholder groups: federal agency employees; private and/or
non-profit organization representatives; landowners participating in the restoration; and
local residents and community leaders. From these categories, specific entities were
selected that are directly involved with the Mores Creek restoration project. Interview
candidates were sought for knowledge in local land use and community history as well as
in the history of the restoration process, making a pointed effort to involve both the
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agencies and non-profits leading the restoration and spokespersons from the community
and surrounding land to provide a wide range of opinion.
Interviews were conducted in person in December 2009, each lasting around one
hour, using a semi-structured interview guide. Each interviewee was asked a list of nine
general, open-ended questions to provide flexibility for other questions or topics as the
need arose. All seven respondents provided informed consent to be interviewed and
quoted by name and agency in this study. The data collected in these interviews was
qualitative and analyzed to better understand the priorities of stakeholders in restoring the
Boise Basin.5
RATIONALE FOR APPROACH
Using the landscape ecology framework, humans are considered to be an integral
part of the landscape as entities that actively shape and yet are shaped by the environment
and its natural processes (Forman 1995:17). Given the importance of including human
actions and interactions into the landscape, interviews were chosen as the primary
method of data collection for this study to capture the unique perspective that oral
histories can provide. Oral histories collected in interviews focus not merely on the
retelling of historical events, but rather on the meanings behind those events. This means
that an oral narrative is shaped by all of the social factors and biases held by the
interviewee, and can thus provide a wealth of information regarding the interviewee‟s
priorities and valuations of different services in the restoration process (Chase
2005:652,7).
By nature restoration falls subject to controversy because it involves actively
changing the landscape, rather than simply conserving or preserving existing areas
(Buckley and Crone 2008:1118). In restoration work, the surrounding community does
5

See Appendices A and B
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not always share the same perception of “the amenities from ecological and physical
processes deemed important by ecological theory” (Buckley and Crone 2008:1121).
This is especially relevant in the analysis of the Mores Creek Watershed
Floodplain Restoration Project. Idaho City is a very small, isolated community that relies
heavily on resource extraction, including mining and logging, as its economic and
cultural base. Though locals in Idaho City treasure the creeks and share deep concern
over depleted fish stocks, many hold any action by the Forest Service and other federal
agencies under high suspicion.
Restoration also can inevitably generate negative consequences as well. Restoring
ecosystem services can inflict negative externalities on socioeconomic land uses, and the
restoration of certain features in the landscape may cause unintended effects on other
services within the watershed. Very little attention in modern restoration practice is
devoted to non-target externalities as the focus is generally placed on the benefits of
restoration, yet these less-publicized effects are often a matter of concern to local
communities and stakeholders (Buckley and Crone 2008:1118-20; Rosi-Marshall et al.
2006:99).
Restoration success is limited not only by physical and ecological factors, but also
largely by social and cultural constraints. The social element of restoration in some
circumstances proves more limiting to project success—seen in funding, policy, and
regulatory constraints—than ecological and resource availability (Buckley and Crone
2008:1119,20).
Buckley and Crone address the need for directly acknowledging and incorporating
the possibility of negative externalities in the restoration dialogue. Their study seeks to
include stakeholders in the restoration process to better address potential conflicts,
arguing that “a better understanding of those opposed to restoration can lead to
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cooperative outcomes that ultimately promote favorable ecological and social conditions”
(Buckley and Crone 2008:1119,22). Buckley and Crone call for an “early transparent and
collaborative planning process,” initiating open discussion between restoration
management and the surrounding community in a venue where beliefs, goals, and
uncertainties can be shared (Buckley and Crone 2008:1122).
According to Higgs, “a restoration project is always a study in realpolitik”
involving a complex interplay between goals and values of different stakeholders (Higgs
2003:68). The result is a constant three-way struggle between interests: those who seek to
preserve resources, others vying to retain their traditional land use heritage, and those
seeking balance in the middle (Higgs 2003:27).
Resource management, and restoration in particular, is a heated topic. A logger
and an environmentalist both care deeply for forest and stream resources, yet their ideas
for managing those resources vary upon fundamental differences. Planners must
acknowledge, however, that “cultural contingency matters for restorationists because we
need to understand that people make sense of a place in different ways” (Higgs
2003:200).
Since watershed restoration involves making substantial changes to the landscape,
attention must be paid to the local community and landowners who will be directly
affected by these changes. The only way to establish a basis of trust between restoration
managers and the local community is by openly addressing local concerns (Buckley and
Crone 2008:1123).
Community needs are an important of restoration. In order to succeed, restoration
efforts must be compatible with the existing communities and must often forge a balance
between ecological and social priorities (Buckley and Crone 2008:1120-2). As such, the
resulting redesigned stream channel should be shaped with historical reference conditions
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in mind; in practice, however, the design solution is inevitably shaped by the opinions of
the stakeholders directing the restoration, as their considerations of natural and/or
historical conditions and engineering preferences influence what is ultimately realized on
the ground (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:745). As a result it is important to take
stakeholder goals and values into consideration.
EXAMINATION OF GOALS
Watershed restoration projects are shaped and designed through constant valueladen decision-making (Higgs 2003:115). According to Fullerton et al., restoration does
not occur in a vacuum; rather, restoration outcomes are heavily influenced by outside
processes that can help or hinder desired results. As such, goals need to reflect balanced
benefits to all stakeholders (and species) involved (Fullerton et al. 2009:232).
According to Ehrenfield: goals set “expectations, [drive] the detailed plans for
actions, and [determine] the kind and extent of post-project monitoring” (Higgs 2003:81).
Goal-setting must take into consideration not only ecological objectives but also
community and stakeholder needs and expectations (Dodds et al. 2008:837).
The general aim of restoration practice is to take degraded rivers and streams and,
through structural improvements, try to make the waterways resemble their former
“natural” (i.e. undisturbed) state (Graf 2001:4). A review of restoration projects and
literature shows that common goals generally consist of improving water quality, riparian
area revegetation, channel stabilization and erosion reduction, and in-stream habitat
improvement (Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:742; Palmer and Allan 2006:43).
Emphasis in literature often stresses the need for ecological goals. Bernhardt and
Palmer find that current restoration work too often neglects ecological and biological
assessments, and as a result goals of restoration need to include improving physical
conditions of geomorphic and floodplain connectivity, ecological biodiversity and
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function, and societal value(Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:742,747). Other restoration
goals, as were dominant in traditional watershed management, focus explicitly on flood
risk management and protecting infrastructure from floods (Bernhardt and Palmer
2007:739; Downs and Gregory 2004:254).
Yet in the fish habitat-centered restoration practice today, as Karr discusses:
“What precisely is the goal? Should we focus on saving salmon, all fish, or the complex
living systems that salmon and other fish depend on? Or should we think more
comprehensively about the landscapes that salmon depend on for their survival?” (Karr
2002:157).
The challenge facing restoration practice today is thus determining the degree of
appropriate intervention in our restoration, where—using a landscape ecology
framework—watershed ecosystems can be improved in a manner that meshes with the
existing community (Choi 2007:352; Higgs 2003:10).
Choi recommends restoration goals to concentrate on the future function of
ecosystems as opposed to landscape aesthetics or individual species structure. Knowing
that there is no way to recreate what once existed in a landscape, attention should instead
center on restoring the landscape‟s processes and functions, which will in turn work
towards re-establishing historical aesthetics and population numbers (Choi 2007:352).
Research in river science is increasingly integrating social and economic factors
into the equation of watershed management and restoration (Downs and Gregory
2004:178). This acknowledgement that restoration goals are inherently associated with
social values has established the need to set restoration projects within a culturally viable
framework (Choi 2007:352). As a result, there is increasing discussion and attention paid
to aesthetics, recreation, land values, non-use values, and fisheries that represent common
community and economic concerns (Downs and Gregory 2004:244).
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The following analysis of interviews conducted in Idaho City, Idaho, will explore
different stakeholder relationships to the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration
Project. Every watershed, every river and stream exist as unique entities with individual
characteristics, histories and circumstances. Similarly, every stakeholder brings a unique
set of goals, values, and priorities to the restoration process (Downs and Gregory
2004:194). By analyzing these underlying factors for a range of different stakeholders in
the Mores Creek project, these interviews thus provide a means for evaluating the success
of the restoration.
STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS OF CASE STUDIES
The choice to use a case study as the primary research design has certain strengths
and weaknesses. Case studies provide a wealth of descriptive information regarding
characteristics of a population or specific area. On the other hand, case study analysis
limits the results to describing the observed phenomenon rather than modeling future
outcomes.
For this study, however, the strengths of case study analysis outweigh the
limitations. By investigating real-life situations, the case study provides deep analysis of
complex social phenomenon that can be examined to increase understanding, evaluate
existing programs, and inform future policy. Case studies allow researchers to provide
efficient analysis in a way that effectively construes meaning to the reader (Stake 2005).
Using a single case study, as in this study, presents additional issues to be
considered. For example, detractors of studies site concern that evaluating a single case
presents “unusual problems of ethics. An unethical case writer could so select from
among available data that virtually anything he wished could be illustrated” (Guba and
Lincoln 1981:378). Certainly both researchers and the audience must be aware potential
biases from the examination of one case, yet ultimately this need not discredit case study
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research. Flyvbjerg points out in his presentation of misunderstandings of case studies
numerous examples of single case studies throughout history that have led to significant
advances (Flyvbjerg 2006). Thus like any research design, case study analysis thus has
given strengths and limitations but nevertheless is fitting for the present study.
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Chapter 5: Interview Results
This chapter presents the responses from the seven interviewed stakeholders
associated with the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project.

Hana West

Hydrologist, U.S. Forest Service

Kurt Wald

Hydrogeologist, CH2M Hill

Russ Manwaring

Project Coordinator, West Central Highlands
Resource Conservation & Development Council
(Retired)

Pam Elkovich

Boise River Watershed Restoration Coordinator,
Trout Unlimited

Phil Canody

Resident and Former Mayor of Idaho City, ID

Bruce Baumhoff

Landowner of Restored Property (Completed, In
Progress)

John Thomsen
Table 3:

Landowner of Restored Property (In Progress)

Stakeholders Interviewed for Study

INTRODUCTION TO KEY PLAYERS
Hana West
The idea for restoring Mores Creek began with Forest Service hydrologist Hana
West. Upon moving to the Idaho City Ranger District, West was immediately shocked by
the altered hydrology and devastating effects that centuries of land mismanagement had
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left on the watershed. “Looking at that,” West noted, “gave me the idea that maybe there
was something we could do here” (West, Hana. Personal communication. 15 December
2009).
West came to Idaho from Arizona, where she had been involved in previous
watershed restoration work. Upon assessing the condition of the Mores Creek watershed,
West could see that the streams had been altered to the point that little remnants of
natural function still existed. West felt obligated to take action to improve the condition
of the streams and given that so much of the impacted streams fell within federal land,
West felt that the watershed had potential for restoration. After all, having surviving one
150 years of continuous mining and degradation, virtually nothing could make the stream
function worse (West, Hana. Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
When the Mores Creek watershed was placed on the state‟s 2002 list of 303(d)
impaired waters due to temperature impairment, West found her opportunity to take
action. The listing of streams in the Idaho City Ranger District opened up a new avenue
of available mechanisms for funding restoration work, which essentially made the
initiation of a restoration project feasible (Idaho DEQ 2009; West, Hana. Personal
communication. 15 December 2009).
Motivated by her love of water and appreciation of wildlife, West set out with a
pragmatic approach to apply simple restoration techniques to the streams so that basic
hydrologic improvements could spawn greater watershed-wide habitat and ecosystem
improvements. While others had pondered the possibility of rehabilitating the watershed,
West was the first to come along with the “bull-doggy tenacity and brilliance” to actually
take action (West, Hana. Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
As her first step, West went out to talk to local landowners on impacted portions
of Mores Creek to gauge their willingness to consider restoration. Given that residents of
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Idaho City and its environs generally hold government employees and actions in disdain,
West wanted to approach landowners with the idea of restoring the streams, knowing that
a project with local opposition would be futile. Every landowner West approached with
the restoration idea responded in favor of taking action, so with the signal of local
approval, West launched the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project
(West, Hana. Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
West‟s primary goals for the Mores Creek restoration project were to restore some
functionality to the stream channels and create floodplains with viable riparian vegetation
and habitat. As the leader of the project, she sought to make the project cost effective and
treat the largest amount of stream area for the lowest cost possible (West, Hana. Personal
communication. 15 December 2009).
As a Forest Service hydrologist, West possesses the scientific understanding of
the fluvial processes and thus places a high value on hydrologic function. She listed the
treatment installations and channel progressions as successful in the project thus far,
reflecting a focus of priorities on the technical aspects of the project (West, Hana.
Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
Yet West personally places high value on a holistic perspective of the watershed.
She cares deeply for the area‟s wildlife and derives enjoyment simply from the aesthetics
and existence value of Idaho‟s streams. She expressed concern for local opinion and
sought to get the community involved in the project, yet ultimately put her focus on her
gut intuition that restoring the streams was morally the right thing to do (West, Hana.
Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
Kurt Wald
“In the process of putting things together and figuring out how this [was] all going
to work,” West explained, “a friend introduced me to Kurt Wald, and that‟s how it all
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started… We hired him to do my vision” (West, Hana. Personal Communication. 15
December 2009).
Kurt Wald, a hydrogeologist for engineering firm CH2M Hill in Boise, Idaho,
was hired as a consultant for the restoration project. Wald told of his initial involvement
in the project: “My position on the project was originally I was the project manager
managing the design team when the Forest Service first had money to contract for all the
baseline studies” (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15 December 2009). Offering
technical expertise and sharing West‟s vision for the project, Wald quickly became a key
player in the shaping the Mores Creek project and has remained one of the core partners
through the project‟s duration.
By virtue of being contracted, in a sense, into the project, Wald came to the
project with slightly different motivations and perspective. Yet he was eager to join the
restoration project, compelled by a desire to improve the natural function of the
watershed and seeing the potential to actually effect change. Hired to help make West‟s
vision a reality, Wald shared West‟s stance on the approach for the project. Wald noted,
“The vision of the project [was] to be able to take small concepts and apply them on the
ground at a cost that you can repeat over and over again” (Wald, Kurt. Personal
communication. 15 December 2009).
The team based the project around the ethos that doing something is better than
doing nothing, and in the severely degraded Mores Creek watershed, the more
somethings the better. As put by Wald, “There isn‟t a lot of risk to go with this project:
it‟s sitting out in the middle of a bunch of confined floodplain tailings” (Wald, Kurt.
Personal communication. 15 December 2009). As such, they strove to keep the design
relatively simple and inexpensive in order to cover more area of the streams. “We were
more focused on constructability and implementation: …how do we do enough to make
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sure it‟s going to make a difference” (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15 December
2009).
Together, Wald and West thus established the Forest Service‟s first formal objectives
for the Mores Creek Project. The listed “vision” consisted of four goals (USFS BNF
2005: 1):


Improve native fish habitat conditions, particularly for the Bull trout



Increase water quality awareness and recreational opportunities for the local
community



Support the Boise-Mores Creek Subbasin TMDL by reducing in-stream water
temperatures



Incorporate heritage resources into the restoration plan

To realize this vision, the plan called for meeting four goal objectives (USFS BNF 2005:
1):


Collaboration with partners and stakeholders



Design a pilot project



Construct the pilot demonstration project



Expand beyond the initial demonstration phase to Mores, Elk, and Grimes Creeks
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Goal

Description
“Work with resource agency technical

Collaboration

specialists to develop general recommendations
to restore a selected portion of the Mores Creek
floodplain”
“Develop specifications and designs to

Design

implement a pilot project on a selected reach of
Mores Creek”
“Construct the pilot project as a model example

Construction

for the community and other stakeholders”
Project Expansion

“Build upon the successes of these initial
efforts by using them as a tool and acquire
funds to expand the work to other reaches of
Mores Creek as well as portions of Elk Creek”

Table 4:

Stated Goals for the Mores Creek Project (USFS BNF et al. 2006)

Russ Manwaring
In the early stages of the Mores Creek project design, Wald identified the need for
more partners and recommended West Central Highlands Resource Conservation &
Development Council. “West Central Highlands is a non-profit org that assists local
governments and special interest groups to do works of improvement on natural
resources, specifically to benefit the local economy and stimulate better stewardship and
use of our resources,” explained Russ Manwaring, the council‟s coordinator for the
Mores Creek Project (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Wald expanded, “West Central Highlands was basically a contracting vehicle
where the Forest Service, if and when they came across money, could transfer it to West
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Central Highlands, and then they could hire contractors to facilitate that easier” (Wald,
Kurt. Personal communication. 15 December 2009). As a federal agency, the Forest
Service is limited in the types of grants it can apply for and must undergo an elaborate
process in hiring contractors. Bringing in a non-profit development council opened up
new potential funding sources and expedited different contracting vehicles.
West and Wald thus gained a new partner: Russ Manwaring, a project coordinator
with West Central Highlands. “My role,” Manwaring described, “is to do all the
legwork: to find all the grants, to write them, to coordinate the different partners that are
involved—the engineers, the technical people—to bring it all together so that we could
get work done” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Manwaring became a core partner and proved instrumental in shaping the Mores
Creek project, particularly in bringing in private landowners. With a background in
conservation projects for private landowners, Manwaring incorporated the human
element into the project—building friendships and partnerships with local landowners to
help in the restoration. As Manwaring described his relationship in garnering landowner
support: “If we could identify a need, and a solution, then I‟d be the salesman to convince
people it‟s worth doing, and had to find the resources to put the money into it… and if I
can‟t sell it to you, then it‟s not worth doing” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
What peeked Manwaring‟s interest in the Mores Creek project was an earlier
experience with another dredged river basin in Idaho. “They had gone in and totally
ruined a river by dredging it,” Manwaring recounted. “But the way they dredged it, when
they pulled out they left a lot of sinuosity in the creek, and so it actually had a pretty
decent trout fishery even though it was just rock cobble. You look at Idaho City and it‟s
just a wasteland of an entrenched creek that goes shooting down the hillside. And so I
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wondered if we could recreate what I saw on Red River and really get a fishery back”
(Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Leading up to his involvement with the Mores Creek project, Manwaring had
been working on several projects for endangered species of Idaho fish, so when the
opportunity to join Wald and West arose, Manwaring saw an opportunity to implement
what he describes as a “landscape level approach to watershed restoration,” in which
restoring the hydrologic function of the streams would revive the dwindling fish stocks
(Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Russ Manwaring brought a unique set of goals and values to the project. By virtue
of representing West Central Highlands Resource Conservation & Development Council,
Manwaring shared a three-pronged set of goals and objectives based on the mission of his
organization: to improve the conditions of the local environment, community, and
economy (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Manwaring also highly values the endangered native Idaho fish species, with his
main personal goal being the establishment of “a viable trout-salmonid fishery,” and
views the holistic health of the watershed as a matter of concern. His overall definition of
success hinges on the ability of the project to improve both resource conservation and
local economic conditions within the community (Manwaring, Russ. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
Pam Elkovich
Manwaring, West, and Wald were the three key players in shaping the design of
the Mores Creek project. About a third of the way into the design phase, the Idaho
Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) began drafting a Total Maximum Daily
Load (TMDL) for the Boise-Mores Creek Watershed Subbasin. Working with local
Watershed Advisory Groups, the team contributed to the subbasin assessment. The
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TMDL, which listed Mores, Grimes, and Elk Creeks as impaired waters due to
temperature, qualified the Mores Creek project for the Idaho DEQ‟s 319 Grant program
(Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
While going through the process of applying for the 319 Grant, the team met Pam
Elkovich, the DEQ employee running the grant program. Always looking for new
avenues for partnership and expanded funding opportunities, the team joined forces with
Trout Unlimited, a non-profit fish conservation organization. The team identified a need
for a watershed coordinator to join the project as a core partner. Trout Unlimited agreed,
and with funding assistance from the Tiffany and Co. Foundation, created the position of
Boise River Watershed Restoration Coordinator and hired Pam Elkovich to fill the
position (Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
As Trout Unlimited‟s Watershed Coordinator to the project, Elkovich fills the
education and outreach role of the Mores Creek project, going into the schools and
community to educate the public on the restoration project. With a congenial personality
and enthusiastic passion for the outdoors, Elkovich quickly became an integral
component of the Mores Creek project‟s core team. Elkovich enjoys organizing local
student groups and Boy Scout troops to volunteer on the project, wading through stream
crossings to demonstrate how to plant cottonwood and willow saplings. She has helped a
total of over 850 students to participate in the project, given numerous government
officials from Washington D.C. tours of the restoration sites, and organized a festival for
the Idaho City community to learn about and embrace its local fish and streams
(Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Elkovich advocates Trout Unlimited‟s conservation ideals and joined the project
in hopes of improving the habitat quality of the entire watershed. As she described: “I
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share the vision that you fix the entire watershed, then [everything] comes in place.”
(Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
DECISION-MAKING
These four individuals—West, Wald, Manwaring, and Elkovich—form the core
leadership of the Mores Creek restoration project. Together, through discussion,
deliberation, and experimentation, the team designed and carried out the phases of the
restoration project. As Manwaring described, “It was a good team effort; we each found a
niche that we best fulfilled” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December
2009).
The decision-making process for the project was collaborative, settling on a
holistic approach to watershed restoration. As Manwaring recounted: “We got a fishery
biologist… to put in fishery habitat structures. So we used fishery habitat ideas to redirect
the channel, to deepen it and get more holding capacity for habitat, and at the same time,
treat bank erosion. It‟s all tied together.” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17
December 2009).
Elkovich held similar sentiments. “The stream is too hot. And everything else
falls into that. When you create a better riparian area, floodplain, all those things, that‟s
how you end up fixing the temperature problem, and in the same breath you‟re able to
help all the other species that live in the watershed as well. So it‟s pretty holistic”
(Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
To implement this approach, the team concentrated on using cost-effective
strategies in order to cover the most area; rather than poring thousands of dollars into a
few isolated spots, the team sought restoration treatments that could be applied to many
miles of stream. Through this approach, the Mores Creek restoration project has treated
nearly thirty miles of streams on Mores, Elk, and Grimes Creeks.
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MONITORING APPROACH
In terms of monitoring, the team outlined a monitoring plan early in the design
phase. The plan called for four types of monitoring (USFS BNF et al. 2006:7):


Base-line monitoring to capture pre-project conditions for a later comparison



Implementation monitoring to determine if the project was carried out as planned



Effectiveness monitoring to determine if treatments produced the desired effects



Validation monitoring to establish a cause-and-effect relationship between
treatments and desired outcomes (i.e. Did placing large woody debris bring about
increased fish densities in the streams?)
The monitoring plan thus shows relatively simple, low-cost measures that capture

basic information regarding the treatments. The project has carried out monitoring in all
four areas. Photo-documentation is the most common monitoring method utilized, along
with copious on-sight evaluations by the team. “There is somebody there every week
since the project started,” Wald observed, to which West added: “We could name every
tree, every rock, every root, every plant…” (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15
December 2009; West, Hana. Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
“We started electroshocking and we‟ll continue with that program,” Elkovich noted.
“We‟re working on getting a curriculum going in the school, so each year they can go out
and do some measuring.” Elkovich has also recruited students from Boise State
University for in-stream monitoring, though their future participation remains uncertain
(Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Yet in the climate of current controversy over monitoring the results of watershed
restoration projects, the Mores Creek project would largely fall short of producing
meaningful scientific monitoring data. According to Wald, “There is no detailed and
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continuous dataset for the monitoring; that does not exist” (Wald, Kurt. Personal
communication. 15 December 2009).

Type of Monitoring
Baseline

habitat assessments

Implementation
Effectiveness

Post-project surveys; Photo-documentation
Post-project surveys; Photo-documentation
Fish electroshocking; Temperature

Validation

Table 5:

Description
LIDAR mapping survey; Stream and

measurements; In-stream surveys
Project Monitoring Plan

Once again the question arises: what is the proper level of monitoring that should
be conducted in watershed restoration projects, and how much monitoring is sufficient?
As seen earlier in the reviewed literature, several sources in the scientific arena list a
long-term stream of monitoring data as requisite for determining “success” in watershed
restoration (Bash and Ryan 2002:878; Bernhardt and Palmer 2007:747).
The issue of monitoring was a topic raised in the interviews with the four core
project leaders, as their sentiments and opinions on the subject would in effect determine
the level of monitoring conducted on the project.
West, Wald, Elkovich, and Manwaring all agreed that monitoring was important
to the project, yet find that the type of monitoring is largely site specific. As West pointed
out, “There was nothing there, and now there‟s a pool. So how do you measure that?”
(West, Hana. Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
Wald noted, “I think the monitoring should consist of things like observations on
the constructive techniques, the floodplain, [its] function over time” (Wald, Kurt.
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Personal communication. 15 December 2009). Wald frowned upon the idea of
monitoring minutia details such as cross sectional surveys of sediment loads around
particular barbs—measures which many scientists would look for—due to the lack of
such data‟s practical application for the project (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15
December 2009).
Wald echoed the team‟s sentiments on the appropriate level of monitoring for the
project. Certainly a detailed data set of sediment measures or flow velocities could prove
useful, but in a project working within a limited budget, the team has had to prioritize and
make choices that maximize both ecological benefit and cost efficiency. As Wald
explained:
The theme of the monitoring is very similar to the theme of the construction: you
can‟t let the perfect get in the way of „good enough.‟ You don‟t want to try to do
all these „perfect‟ monitoring things because you‟ll get so tied up on a year‟s
worth of change in your cross section to try to make conclusions about that. A lot
of people, especially in highly competitive most prestigious grant arenas, are
intently focused on this notion of detailed consistent data-monitoring from cradleto-grave. And a lot of time all they‟re doing is monitoring the studies before they
even get to construction. So why would you use monitoring to preclude yourself
from actually trying something? (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15
December 2009)
West held similar sentiments, adding, “They would‟ve wanted two years of stream
monitoring for $250,000 before doing anything. You‟ve started using up your resources
and your grants on up-front stuff so then there‟s nothing left to work with” (West, Hana.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Instead, West explained, the priority of monitoring for the Mores Creek project
has been placed on simple, practical measures that provide meaningful insight into the
current results. “I monitor success by going down to the stream and seeing it function.
Everybody else cares about the fish, but I see the trees growing and establishing on the
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floodplains, I see the whole system evolving. I think in the long-term, 20 or 30 years you
would see the fish numbers, if that‟s what you‟re after, but to me, I don‟t have that kind
of time” (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Kurt Wald best summarized the team‟s stance on monitoring:
It‟s pretty rare that you find a project has had that caliber of people coming by—
from the undersecretary of the Interior Department, EPA, Corps of Engineers,
DEQ--all those regulatory agencies that come to the project, look at it, and say
„wow that‟s great, we need to do more of that.‟ That kind of monitoring is the
kind that breeds sustainability—not necessarily being focused on minutia detail
all the time. Granted, we could still use some minutia detail, but what pays the
bills? Is it minutia detail or is it the Secretary of Interior going back to D.C.
saying „hey, those people are doing good work, let‟s work on that.‟ We have a lot
of politicos—I would say dozens—who have visited the project. And those
people, monitoring your work and how state and federal funds are spent, that
breeds sustainability. They don‟t care about your cross section. (Wald, Kurt.
Personal communication. 15 December 2009)

INTRODUCTION TO OTHER STAKEHOLDERS
In addition to the four key leadership team members, three other stakeholders in
the Mores Creek project were interviewed.
Phil Canody
Phil Canody, Idaho City‟s former mayor, became involved with the Mores Creek
project for Phase III of the project, the treatment of three miles of Elk Creek.
Elk Creek serves as Idaho City‟s municipal water source, and every spring the city water
treatment plant became overloaded from sediment inflows from Gold Hill, a cliff just
outside the city left bare and denuded from being placer mined. “Before I became mayor
we were having problems with the sand filters getting silt in the top, an inch or two inch,
in the sand every spring with the runoff” (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15
December 2009).
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As a result, the state would issue boil orders for Idaho City every spring due to the
turbidity of the city‟s water supply. The local bars and restaurants suffered sharp declines
in business with every boil order, seriously impacting the local economy.
As mayor, Canody saw an imminent need to address the city‟s water quality issue.
“I talked to a few folks with the Department of Water Resources and DEQ on what we
could do, and they were all wanting to do something on the plant—do a different system
of filtration. I just kept thinking there had to be a better or easier way to eliminate it at the
source to treat the problem rather than the symptom” (Canody, Phil. Personal
Communication. 15 December 2009).
When West approached Canody to issue a letter of support for the first phase of
the Mores Creek project, Canody seized the opportunity to show West Elk Creek. West
took immediate action to incorporate Elk Creek into the Mores Creek project. As Phase
III of the project, West‟s team installed sediment traps and other treatments to relieve the
strain on the city‟s sand filtration system. Idaho City has not been issued a boil order
since (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15 December 2009).
Canody thus offers unique perspective as a stakeholder in the Mores Creek project
as the city elected official and community leader. “I‟m not looking for fame or glory,”
Canody said. “I just want to help. I always told the city council and everybody while I
was there that the city government should provide for the folks here” (Canody, Phil.
Personal Communication. 15 December 2009). Canody‟s family has been rooted in Idaho
City since the 1940‟s. His father and grandfather, who also served as mayor, were
loggers, and Canody works in the silviculture shop at the Forest Service. During his term
as mayor, Canody fully supported the Mores Creek project as a way to address the city‟s
water quality and restore the floodplain and fish habitat. “It shouldn‟t take a rocket
scientist to figure out that a shaded stream is going to do better than a rock canal. What
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she‟s doing here for the city is just great” (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15
December 2009).
Bruce Baumhoff
Another third-generation resident of the Boise Basin to take part in the Mores
Creek project is Bruce Baumhoff.
The Baumhoff family owns a seventeen mile swath of Grimes Creek, the largest
tributary into Mores Creek. “My grandfather was the one who dredged the basin. [He]
chased down and bought the water rights at the time Idaho was a territory… So we have a
patented mining property that was started and done before statehood” (Baumhoff, Bruce.
Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Baumhoff‟s father, Oscar, continued mining the family property, yet also came to
realize the environmental consequences that result from resource extraction. Feeling a
sense of personal obligation to maintain and restore the property, the Baumhoff‟s began
small-scale stream restoration work in 1957. As Baumhoff described, “We got involved
with the watershed just trying to deal with the problems that the experts see as wrong
with the creeks” (Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Both Bruce and Oscar Baumhoff serve on the local Watershed Advisory Group
(WAG). Through the WAG, the Baumhoff‟s became acquainted with West and Elkovich
on the Mores Creek project. The team approached the Baumhoff‟s with the prospect of
joining their restoration efforts. With seventeen miles of continuous stream property
under single private ownership, the Baumhoff property on Grimes Creek offered a prime
opportunity to expand the Mores Creek project into private lands (Baumhoff, Bruce.
Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
The Baumhoff‟s gladly joined forces with the Mores Creek project, eager to
expand their capacity of restoring their land. “When I was a kid, the rocks on the bottom
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of the creek never got mossy, and now they do. We‟ve seen what‟s wrong by living here.
The fish went away” (Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
After living on the property since the mid-1800‟s, the Baumhoff family holds a
unique perspective on the environmental change in the valley, through both actively
mining the land and then witnessing its change. “The old-timers hit this basin dredge
mining and raped it, followed by the dredging. Each one of those steps annihilated the
watersheds” (Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009). Holding a
picture of downtown Idaho City taken in 1875, Baumhoff described the landscape: “It
was nothing but water and sand from the mining. The hillside was completely denuded”
(Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
The Baumhoff‟s have thus largely been motivated to enter into restoration work
out of a deep respect and value for their land and the desire to maintain it for future
generations. Their connection to the Boise Basin runs the deepest (historically speaking)
of all the stakeholders involved in the project. Bruce and Oscar Baumhoff are both active
in the community and in the restoration work. They each serve on the WAG, and Bruce
also works as a contractor for the restoration on the Grimes Creek phase of the project.
Bruce Baumhoff‟s primary stated goals were to stop erosion and restore riparian
habitat and floodplains. Behind these goals are a deep appreciation for the native fish and
wildlife and the aesthetics of the land. Baumhoff also possesses a deep connection to the
property his family has owned and managed for over a hundred years which he hopes to
pass down to his own children (Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December
2009).
For Baumhoff, successful restoration entails enabling the watershed to return to
self-maintenance of natural processes “in a way that Mother Nature would have done on
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its own to become natural again“ (Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16
December 2009).
John Thomsen
When Hana West first started approaching local landowners with the idea of
restoring Mores Creek and its tributaries, John Thomsen was the first landowner she met.
Thomsen is a self-described “carpenter, cabinet maker, and registered ne‟er-do-well” who
has owned 7.5 acres along Mores Creek since 1972—the first to arrive at a now highly
desirable stretch of the creek along Highway 21 (Thomsen, John. Personal
communication. 16 December 2009).
Thomsen has witnessed change in his nearly forty years on the property;
swimming holes in the stream have come and gone with flood events, and trees have
taken over the property, largely owing to his careful planting and attention. Yet the blight
left by the mine tailings has remained, showing Thomsen that the streams cannot heal
themselves without some assistance. Thomsen observed: “This [mining] is a pretty
devastating thing you can do to a piece of land, to strip it, you know. Did you know that
the creek actually used to be on that side of the valley? I don‟t know how much gold they
got out of it, but I can‟t believe that the amount of gold is anywhere near commensurate
to the value of the land in general” (Thomsen, John. Personal communication. 16
December 2009).
For years Thomsen has been battling his resident beaver population to restore
native vegetation on the floodplain within his property. When West approached Thomsen
with the initial idea of restoration, he replied with resounding enthusiasm. “I think it‟s a
damned good idea,” Thomsen stated. Something like that has got to contribute to the
health and wellbeing of where you live” (Thomsen, John. Personal communication. 16
December 2009).
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As a stakeholder in the Mores Creek project, Thomsen offers complexity to the
restoration effort. First, he is the only stakeholder included in this study on whose land
restoration has not yet begun. Though he was the first landowner consulted about
restoration, work on his property will begin in the spring/summer of 2010 as the final
phase of work to be done on private land along Mores Creek. Also, Thomsen is not an
Idaho native. He differs politically and ideologically from the other landowners and
community members consulted in this study.
Thomsen‟s interest in restoration and motivation for joining the project thus stems
not from a dedication to the greater Idaho City community or from a family heritage and
connection to the area, but rather from a personal desire to improve the health and
function of the land. “I think it‟s an excellent thing,” Thomsen noted, “because yeah, it‟s
nice to have a creek in your backyard. That‟s the reason I bought the place. But who in
the hell wants to come into a pile of rocks right by the road, by the creek?” (Thomsen,
John. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Peering out the window from the home he built himself forty years ago brought
muse to the aging artist. “Greed is pronounced. But why couldn‟t you be greedy for
beautiful hillsides and clean air? I‟d develop that kind of greed” (Thomsen, John.
Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
For John Thomsen, the goal of restoration has been to restore the riparian
vegetation and address the wrongs left by gold mining. Thomsen has devoted years to
fostering native vegetation on his property and holds the most enthusiastic attitude
towards restoration of the seven interviewed stakeholders (Thomsen, John. Personal
communication. 16 December 2009).
“I‟d like to see this whole damn valley restored,” Thomsen said as he described,
after detailing his most recent order of river birch and cottonwood saplings (Thomsen,
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John. Personal communication. 16 December 2009). Thomsen holds high value for the
aesthetics of the Idaho landscape, choosing to live immersed with the plants and wildlife
surrounding his log cabin home. He holds his property dear to his heart and hopes that
restoring the land may allow future generations to share his appreciation of the land
(Thomsen, John. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
RESULTS
Goals
As previously noted, the Forest Service‟s formal goals for the Mores Creek
Project as established by Wald and West were to (USFS BNF 2005: 1):


Improve native fish habitat conditions, particularly for the Bull trout



Increase water quality awareness and recreational opportunities for the local
community



Support the Boise-Mores Creek Subbasin TMDL by reducing in-stream water
temperatures



Incorporate heritage resources into the restoration plan
To compare with these formal goals, the seven stakeholders interviewed in this

study were asked their personal goals for the project. The stakeholder goals fall within
four principle categories:


Restoration of functionality to the watershed‟s streams and floodplains



Creation of riparian habitat



Improvement of water quality



Improvement of aesthetics in the watershed
All of the core project leaders, West, Wald, Elkovich, and Manwaring, and also

landowner Bruce Baumhoff listed a restoration of stream and floodplain functionality as a
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primary objective in the restoration. As West noted, “the main goal was to restore some
functionality to the stream” in terms of maintaining natural sinuosity of the channels and
controlling sediment discharges (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17 December
2009). Baumhoff agreed, adding that his personal goal in the project is to reestablish
natural function in the streams to allow Mother Nature to take over in the future
(Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
A large subset of restoring stream functionality in the Mores Creek watershed
thus involves erosion control. As Baumhoff described, “we work on stopping erosion and
getting a better stream bank established. One that won‟t wash everything out” (Baumhoff,
Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Establishing riparian habitat was a goal shared by all seven interviewed
stakeholders, particularly in terms of fish habitat. Of the four key partners, two came to
the project with particular focus on improving fish habitat: Elkovich, as a representative
of Trout Unlimited, and Manwaring.
“My main interest was in was restoring habitat to make it a viable trout-salmonid
fishery,” Manwaring said. “Because again, going back to the goals of the RC&D Council,
it‟s to do work that enhances the communities, the resource, and the economy. Idaho City
is a great place that attracts a lot of people, but it would attract a whole lot more if it had a
good fishery” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009). Canody
also shared the goal of improving fishery habitat as a means to invigorate the local
economy, citing the abundance of tourists from Boise who visit Idaho City on weekends:
“If we can improve the fisheries and have quality fish here for them, it‟s just one more
thing we can do for the city” (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15 December
2009).
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Baumhoff‟s goal for improving riparian habitat extends more broadly to a wider
range of species:
We got a lot of waterfowl, beaver, otters, muskrat, and some moose in the area.
The ponds left by the dredging by nature are steep sided, and there‟s about fifty
years of organic goo that builds into them. The moose won‟t go near them.
Somehow they know it‟s a death trap they don‟t want to go near. So I want to
build a lot of ponds and establish a better riparian zone. I think ultimately it would
make a nicer looking valley and create more habitat for the moose and elk.
(Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009)
The third major goal, water quality improvement, was most fervently advocated
by Phil Canody. Canody supported the Mores Creek project as a means to improve instream conditions for fish, but as the mayor of Idaho City, his primary objective was to
ease the strain on the city‟s water filters and thus end the state-issued boil orders
(Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15 December 2009).
The last major stakeholder objective, shared particularly by West and Thomsen,
was improving the steam‟s aesthetic appearance. West extolled the virtue of “the
aesthetics of having a nice green ribbon along the stream” as an element of personal
enjoyment of the landscape (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
John Thomsen was the most vocal in promoting aesthetic conditions. As a private
landowner with personal interest in reintroducing native vegetation, Thomsen‟s main
objective stems around being able to maximize his enjoyment of the stream and his
property (Thomsen, John. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Evaluations of Success
In each interview, respondents were asked what elements of the restoration
project they consider to have been successful. The responses were:


Restoration treatments performance



Floodplain and stream channel improvement
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Erosion reduction



Project Management

Treatment Performance
The four key partners, who essentially designed the restoration treatments for
given locations and have since been monitoring the progress after installation, largely
agreed that the treatments have been seen as a resounding success. “Most of our
treatments really seem to work,” West noted (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17
December 2009). According to Manwaring, “We‟ve had some success in every aspect of
the treatments.” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Evaluating the individual treatments, Kurt Wald answered that “the biotechnical
treatments have exceeded expectations—boulders, rootwads, encapsulated soil lift, instream structures” (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15 December 2009). Elkovich
agreed, adding, “The root wads have worked great, and we‟ve seen results with those
within twenty-four hours of placement” (Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17
December 2009).
Revegetation measures, a large component of the restoration‟s effort, were
considered to be similarly successful. “Things are growing,” Elkovich said. “We‟ve had
pretty good success with the plants that we‟re planting.” (Elkovich, Pam. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009). John Thomsen, whose property at the time of the
interview was only in the beginning stages of treatment installation, noted that even the
simple revegetation measures he had undertaken in preparation for project work had
“made quite a difference” (Thomsen, John. Personal communication. 16 December
2009).
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Channel and Floodplain Improvement
Channel and floodplain conditions were cited as successes by six of the seven
respondents. All of the four core partners considered the improvements to be a success.
As Kurt Wald observed, “I think the function of the floodplain has exceeded
expectations. If you were to just look at the [demonstration] site from pre-condition to
post-condition, the functions and values have gone up tremendously” (Wald, Kurt.
Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
Since the project work began, the Mores Creek stream system has not yet received
a significant flood to test the newly restored floodplains. “But overall,” as Bruce
Baumhoff pointed out, “it‟s been a success. We‟ve created more fish habitat in the form
of rock clusters and bolder clusters. The work that we did, the floodplains I know will
happen. I just know what happens when you create a piece of ground that‟s low enough
to hit the water-table. Since we introduced the cottonwood and willow trees I think it‟ll
happen a lot sooner. It‟s just a matter of years before we see it” (Baumhoff, Bruce.
Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
From West‟s perspective as a hydrologist, returning the stream‟s natural capacity
for movement has been a pivotal success. Whereas the channels had been confined and
restricted in lateral movement, through the removal of tailings and establishment of
floodplain the channels have evolved into Rosgen classification “C” channels, in which
dynamic movement is a staple feature (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17
December 2009).
A principle feature of this improvement is what West terms a “talking stream”—
one that sounds like a babbling brook. Forgoing further technical hydrologic terminology
and explanation, West succinctly characterized her perception of success in channel
improvement:
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The stream was just dead—it was a silent stream, like a city canal. And now when
you go you can hear it, it sounds like a live stream. That‟s success right there. If I
can hear the stream, it‟s doing much better than when I couldn‟t. Hearing a
stream, that‟s huge! (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Reduced Erosion Rates
Russ Manwaring and Phil Canody both considered the reduction of erosion to be
a key success. Manwaring expressed optimisim, stating, “I think we‟re already seeing
water quality improvements. First of all, we‟ve stopped a lot of erosion. We have treated
a lot of eroding areas and stopped a lot of sedimentation, so eventually it will start to
clean itself out and get a more suitable gravel base to the bottom of it” (Manwaring, Russ.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
For Canody, this success has been realized in the remedy of the city‟s water
supply issues. No boil order has been issued for Idaho City since the Elk Creek
restoration greatly reduced the amount of sediment flowing into the city sand filter
treatment plant. As a result, tourist and resident fears concerning the quality of the
municipal drinking water have been assuaged (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication.
15 December 2009).
Project Management
The last major success listed was in the restoration project management. In terms
of the partnership structure and what the group was able to accomplish, West, Wald,
Manwaring, and Elkovich all viewed the project‟s ultimate structural framework as a
success.
For West, this was realized in the ability to acquire partners and funding to fully
expand the project from the initial Phase I Demonstration Project through the project‟s
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entirety on Elk, Grimes, and private portions of Mores Creek (West, Hana. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
Kurt Wald touted the team‟s ability to maximize available funds to reap the
“biggest bang for the buck” in terms of restoration treatments. Through constant
adjustment and experimentation from the initiation of the Demonstration Site onward, the
team used trial and error to develop the most cost-effective means to produce
ecologically desirable results. “I think the national average is somewhere around $200
per square foot of restoration, and I think we are potentially in the $30 per square foot
range” (Wald, Kurt. Personal communication. 15 December 2009).
Manwaring and Elkovich voiced strengths within the partnership as a key success.
As Elkovich stated, “We‟ve been wildly successful is in the amount of partners we have.”
(Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009). Elkovich also repeatedly
cited the 850 school children who have visited the project as a success in itself (Elkovich,
Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Evaluations of Failure
The interview respondents had much less to say regarding failures in the project.
When asked what they perceived as failures within the Mores Creek restoration project,
respondents‟ answers fell within three categories:


Short-term treatment failures



Failure to extend the project into the future



Lack of community leadership in the project

Short-term Treatment Failures
Manwaring, Elkovich, and Baumhoff provided instances of specific treatment
failures, generally where the treatments washed out during elevated flows. As the team
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has learned through trial and error throughout the duration of the projects, treatment
successes and failures have added to the greater understanding of restoration. As
Manwaring described, “We‟ve had to make some adjustments. In our first demonstration
phase we missed our elevation a little bit, so now we‟re going in and adjusting it.
Whether that will work or not, I don‟t know. It‟s a real long-term effort because you
don‟t plant trees and get shade overnight. 20 years, if you‟re lucky” (Manwaring, Russ.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Elkovich and Baumhoff held similar views, commenting on the long-term nature
of results in the Mores Creek project and the difficulty of assessing them in the shortterm. According to Baumhoff, “It‟s just a matter of years before we see [the results]”
(Baumhoff, Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009). Elkovich expanded:
We understand that it‟s going to take years for it to change. I mean, temperature—
you can‟t change that overnight in a system. It does take a long time for these 6inch plants to grow into a big tree. We‟ve got a pretty short growing season up
there and harsh conditions, not much nutrients in the mine tailings so it‟s going to
take time. (Elkovich, Pam. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
These three thus consider the time-intensive nature of restoration work more of a
limitation to producing immediate results rather than a failure.
Dissolving of the Mores Creek Partnership
West, in evaluating the project she created and has fostered through its final stage,
finds failure in the fact that the project will end with her coming retirement. “I‟d hoped
that it would take off enough that it would live on past me. Now that Pam and I are
looking at retiring in a couple of years, we don‟t see anybody continuing this” (West,
Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
West anticipates that Trout Unlimited may eliminate the position of watershed
coordinator for the Mores Creek project after Elkovich steps down. As Elkovich
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explained, “It would be good if the Forest Service could take over that department
[monitoring] since it‟s their land. TU, we do a job and then we leave. We don‟t own the
land and so we just move on to another project.” (Elkovich, Pam. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
Yet West has found no one at the Forest Service willing to take on the project
after she steps down from management. The core partnership has already begun to
witness a decline with the recent retirement of Russ Manwaring from West Central
Highlands. “Now that I‟ve dropped out to a contractual basis,” Manwaring said, “we‟re
already seeing that the RC&D is not putting any resource time into the project”
(Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
With the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project now in its final
stage, West expects the last remaining sites along Mores Creek to wrap up according to
plan but that the Grimes Creek stretch will not reach completion before West takes her
retirement from the Forest Service. “Had we the time, or if someone would carry it on,
and if we had the money to treat everything that we want and need to treat on Grimes
Creek, I think you‟d really see a major difference” (West, Hana. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
Lack of Community “Ownership”
Looking back on her project as a whole, West acknowledged a seminal flaw. ”I
think the thing that was probably least successful was getting the community involved”
(West, Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
On one hand, West is proud that she and the team were able to create the Mores
Creek project, get off the ground and treat nearly thirty miles of stream and floodplain. In
the process the team did reach out to the public, seeking the opinion and partnership of
local landowners, bringing nearly 850 school children in to volunteer in tree plantings,
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and through public outreach events such as the Kokanee Days festival in Idaho City in
August of 2009. Yet while the project brought tangible benefits in water quality and
health to the watershed, the project failed to take root in the community and inspire local
involvement or interest to continue the project after West retires. (West, Hana. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
Pam Elkovich, who as watershed coordinator for Trout Unlimited served
principally as the partnership‟s community and public outreach leader, touted the
project‟s outreach as a success; however, when considering the project‟s legacy within
the Idaho City community in years to come, she conceded, “I don‟t know that [the
community] will remember the project in 30 or 40 years” (Elkovich, Pam. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009).
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Chapter 6: Analysis
EVALUATING SUCCESS
As we have seen, success in watershed restoration can be defined in innumerable
different ways.
In restorations like the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project, it
may take over twenty years for the riparian saplings planted along the creeks to grow into
mature trees before the ecological metrics can provide quantitative results.
Simply holding off evaluation, however, of the restoration for several decades
offers little value to restoration practice and watershed planning as a whole. A certain
length of time may certainly be necessary to observe changes in ecological function and
process. Yet watershed restoration is growing as a discipline faster than long-term
monitoring programs can produce results. In the meantime, valuable observations can be
made on the restoration process and management.
Under this holistic perspective utilized in landscape and restoration ecology,
restoration is “successful” when it supports both the natural environment and human
communities (Higgs 2003:220). The task in restoration is thus to produce results that treat
ecological conditions while remaining cognizant of surrounding social circumstances
(Higgs 2003:109).
Landscape ecology brings socioeconomic and cultural elements into consideration
with traditional physical and ecological factors and acknowledges that restoration
“encompasses cultural beliefs and practices along with ecological processes, structures,
and patterns” (Higgs 2003:237; Wu and Hobbs 2002:361) Expanding the scope of
restoration success beyond the strictly ecological to include social factors and cultural
values allows the Mores Creek project to be evaluated according to different definitions
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of success which can then be compared to derive greater meaning of the impacts of
restoration practice (Higgs 2003:96, 237).
As previously described, landscape ecology integrates humans and the
environment. Inherent in this framework is the concept that different organisms—humans
included—use and consume resources differently (Pulliam and Johnson 2002: 70; Turner
2005:320,8). This is readily apparent in modern land use and resource conflicts: different
people maintain different values and goals, which lead to different prioritizations of
ecosystem services and preferred land uses.
Given that basic decisions on resource management are underlined with value
judgments, every prioritization of resource and land use results in the allocation of both
benefits and burdens to different stakeholders. Benefits and burdens can be expressed in
the form of externalities, which include the positive and negative, intended and
unintentional (Buckley and Crone 2008:1118-20; Rosi-Marshall et al. 2006:99). This
holds especially true in restoration, where the landscape is actively changed according to
the design of the leaders of the restoration project (Higgs 2003:3). The social factor in
restoration thus takes a key role yet often falls unexamined.
As seen in the previous chapter‟s outline of perceived successes and failures in
the Mores Creek project, the interviews conducted with seven stakeholders in the Mores
Creek project reveal a range of underlying values, personal motivations and goals for the
restoration, and individual meanings for what constitutes “success” in the Mores Creek
project. The stakeholders, each exhibiting a wide range of backgrounds and areas of
expertise, reflect different sentiments and valuations of the results seen so far and
expected outcomes in the future. As a result, the analysis may provide an evaluation of
success for each stakeholder that is both qualitative and subjective, yet nonetheless
provides a wealth of insight into the project.
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The evaluations of the individual stakeholders thus provide unique input into the
restoration process. These qualitative analyses may not yield firm ecological figures
indicative of success, but they show the values of the stakeholders and what matters most
from the perspective of both the team leaders and community members.
The benefits and burdens perceived by each stakeholder, derived from their
evaluations of the project, shed meaning on the overall restoration process. The social
benefits and burdens identified by stakeholders in the project and community relate a
variation of strengths and weaknesses, successes and failures brought about through the
restoration, and as such show room for improvements in integrating the natural and social
elements and ultimately in improving the practice of ecological restoration.
Perceived Benefits
Whereas improvement in some ecological parameters of the restoration may not
be quantified yet due to the nascent stage of the Mores Creek restoration project began,
the benefits of the project for the community, as perceived by stakeholders, are readily
apparent. First, the restoration of Elk Creek witnessed immediate improvement in the
quality of Idaho City‟s water supply. As Manwaring observed, “When we were able to
reduce the sediment in Elk Creek enough to end the boil orders, there was quite a bit of
local talk about that, that „hey, this worked!‟” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009). The sediment reductions resulted in improved
drinking water for the city, and tourists returned to frequenting local restaurants.
The local economy has thus also seen benefits from the restoration. As described
by Manwaring and Elkovich in the previous chapter, the restoration‟s outreach events
such as the Kokanee Days festival have attracted tourists from throughout the region to
Idaho City to learn about the restoration, and by all accounts relayed from the
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interviewed stakeholders, increased tourism is expected to continue as in-stream
conditions mature and the fisheries improve.
The restoration‟s outreach program has brought other benefits to the community
in the form of education. The efforts of Elkovich and others took outreach to local
schools through classroom programs and have brought over 800 students into the field to
learn about restoration. West related a story from the Kokanee Days festival where she
heard a local boy say “This is the best thing I ever went to!” (West, Hana. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009). For West, overhearing the boy‟s enthusiasm of
learning about Idaho fish and streams made her years of work on the Mores Creek project
seem worthwhile.
Perceived Burdens
The reaction of the local community to the Mores Creek project, however, was a
point that arose in every stakeholder interview.
Idaho City is a town divided between federal employees of the Forest Service and
locals, and the locals often look upon federal programs and actions with distrust. As John
Thomsen, a longtime local landowner but not native to the state, commented,
“Communities in Idaho that are so damned conservative, they get so edgy when you have
to present a face to the world” (Thomsen, John. Personal communication. 16 December
2009). Former mayor Phil Canody noted, “Some of them are folks that are against any
type of government. They prefer you not take any tax money from them” (Canody, Phil.
Personal Communication. 15 December 2009). For residents sharing such sentiments,
any government program—stream restoration included—is considered a burden to the
tax-paying community.
West stressed the importance of the local community‟s stake in the project. “It
was really important to me to not get on the wrong side of people,” West said (West,
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Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009). Had the local landowners she first
consulted about the idea of restoring the Mores Creek watershed shown any signs of
disapproval, West said that she would not have pursued the project.
“As we went along we did get certain feedback from here or there,” West said.
“No matter who you talked to, they either really liked it or said „It‟s fine‟” (West, Hana.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009). Manwaring and Wald agreed. Manwaring
observed, “I don‟t think we approached any private landowner who didn‟t just say „That
sounds great! Sure, have at it.‟ So we haven‟t had any problem getting access to private
land to do the restoration” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December
2009).
Baumhoff, Thomsen, and Canody, the local landowners and community leaders
interviewed, expressed a range of community response to the project. Thomsen felt
confident that neighboring landowners would take to the restoration concept with
enthusiasm similar to his own, saying, “I can‟t imagine anybody being upset. Why in the
hell would you not want somebody to come in and make something right?” (Thomsen,
John. Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Baumhoff told of a different experience. As contractor to the restoration work on
his family property along Grimes Creek, Baumhoff has had slightly more interaction with
the community, in terms of receiving questions from neighbors about the restoration
objects and purpose. “A lot of curious people,” Baumhoff observed. “A lot of questions,
but not a lot of people can visualize what it‟s going to be down the road” (Baumhoff,
Bruce. Personal communication. 16 December 2009)
Canody received mixed feedback from within the community. Canody could list
some residents who wholeheartedly support the restoration and others who consider it a
waste of money, yet could not identify anyone in the community who was totally against
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the project. Canody also, however, brought up the issue of the community‟s mixed
feelings on increased tourism. Tourism plays a large role in Idaho City‟s local economy,
yet local residents are divided on the issue of increasing local tourism. Canody noted, “A
lot folks who live here get really tired of tourists driving by on the weekends and looking
in—you feel like an animal at the zoo!” Those opposed to increased tourism in town see
the Mores Creek as a prospect for magnifying the influx of visitors. “We want the
tourism dollars here,” Canody mediated, “but we have to be able to manage it, but it has
to be able to coexist with the people who live here.” (Canody, Phil. Personal
Communication. 15 December 2009).
Evaluation of Outreach Efforts
In the early stages of the project planning, West and Elkovich went to the local
City Council and attended community meetings to provide a basic presentation of the
Mores Creek project proposal. West is the first to admit, however, that her personality
does not lend itself to public engagement. “Getting through to the community is
something that the Forest Service can‟t do,” West noted, recognizing a tangible divide
within Idaho City between federal employees and the local residents (West, Hana.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
The role of public outreach fell largely to Pam Elkovich, who made great strides
recruiting near one thousand student volunteers to help out and learn about watershed
restoration. One of the seminal public outreach events was the Kokanee Days festival,
held in Idaho City in August 2009. “Kokanee Days was a great success,” said West. “It
had a whole bunch of educational components to it” (West, Hana. Personal
communication. 17 December 2009). Yet West found that the number of people who
attended the event who reside in Boise outnumbered local residents by a large margin.
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This raises a key issue on the subject of public outreach. The Mores Creek project
has an impressive list of partners and grant awards and has been visited by a slew of
high-ranking government officials, yet the local residents of the Boise Basin remain
largely unaware and uninvolved in the restoration. As West put it, “most of the people
who know about the project are from Boise. [They are] the liberal environmental groups
who will volunteer their time to come plant trees” (West, Hana. Personal communication.
17 December 2009).
Russ Manwaring, who has worked closely with local landowners in the basin
during the course of the Mores Creek project, found, “I don‟t know how aware the
community itself is about the work or the fishing aspect of it.” He previously noted that
public awareness within the community had been raised with the Elk Creek remediation
of the city‟s water supply, but ultimately determined that “a lot of it comes down to the
very conservative approach of the local people. The owners themselves have been very
cooperative. But you could take any project to them, and if the government is involved
they‟ll be suspicious” (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
Phil Canody felt that while West and Elkovich were wise to present the project
idea to the City Council, a different approach might have yielded different results. When
West approached Canody during his term as mayor for his support in the Mores Creek
project, he was able to point her in the direction of Elk Creek and incorporate it into the
restoration plan. Canody observed that if there had been more involvement with the local
government and community leaders earlier in the planning stages of the project, the
restoration might have been directed more towards areas of concern to the community.
“I‟d approach the local folks first,” Canody stated, “because typically they‟re the ones
who know where the problems are” (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15
December 2009).
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Manwaring expressed opposing sentiments, however. He noted that several
county and city officials gave their political support for the project when asked, but
otherwise they largely remained on the periphery of the restoration (Manwaring, Russ.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
DISCUSSION OF BENEFITS & BURDENS
Stakeholders in the Mores Creek project thus identified tangible benefits brought
to the community through the restoration in the form of water quality, economic, and
educational measures. Yet they also identified points of contention in the public‟s
reception of the project. While the stakeholders mostly agreed that the community has
largely been positive to neutral regarding the restoration, others in the community
consider it indifferently or as a trigger of unnecessary tourism and growth.
The burdens perceived from the restoration thus appear to be relatively limited,
especially in consideration of the accrued benefits brought to the community as a whole.
Yet the somewhat cool reception of the local community plays into what West perceived,
as leader of the Mores Creek restoration, as a key failure: the lack of interest within the
community to continue the restoration in the future once West and her partners retire.
A key component to the public outreach and involvement in the Mores Creek case
study is the fact that the need for the restoration and the plan for the project arose from
West at the Forest Service and not from the community Russ Manwaring, in representing
the Resource Conservation and Development Council, has worked with many
communities across Idaho to help fund and carry out local improvement projects. In his
experience, he noted, the advocacy and leadership for a needed project typically comes
from within the community (Manwaring, Russ. Personal communication. 17 December
2009).Yet the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project differs in that
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sense; the project was founded as the brainchild of Forest Service hydrologist Hana West
and began principally on Forest Service land.
Through all of their outreach efforts, West and her partners received input from
local landowners and community members supporting the restoration, yet none came
forward as a local spokesperson or key advocate of the project. Even now that the
community enjoys the benefits of the project, the community still overwhelmingly lacks
„ownership‟ of the project—that is, personal incentive to advocate and take part in the
restoration of their community‟s resources.
Perhaps if the need and will power to restore the watershed had arose from within
the Idaho City local community, as in other grassroots restorations, the Mores Creek
Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project would possess the political clout to inspire
greater public participation and „ownership‟ of the restoration to carry the project
forward. Yet even facing the dissolution of the Mores Creek partnership and the closure
of the project, West‟s restoration provides a model for other agency officials or
community leaders in how to effectively launch and carry out a watershed restoration
project.
Even without years of long-term ecological monitoring data to provide quantified
improves, all seven stakeholders identified successes in the project through its effective
management and implementation, cost-effective installation of effective restoration
treatments, improvement of floodplain and stream channel conditions, and erosion
reduction. They also identified shortcomings in the restoration, namely isolated washouts and treatment failures and the lack of will from within the community to take
leadership of the project and extend it into the future.
The experience gained through the Mores Creek restoration, these valuations of
success and failure, and the perceived benefits and burdens have explored the often
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ignored social side of implications of watershed restoration. With the luxury of hindsight
and the help of this analysis, beads of wisdom can be gleaned from the experience of the
Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain Restoration Project to be used for application in
future restorations.
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Chapter 7: Recommendations
The basic objectives in watershed restoration are to improve ecological conditions
while meeting social needs. Based on the assessment of stakeholders‟ perceived values,
successes, failures, benefits, and burdens of the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain
Restoration Project, the following keys to restoration success have been compiled as
recommendations for future restoration projects to consider in planning their restoration
objectives.
SCALE
First, the scale of a restoration project needs to be chosen based on the likelihood
of having the most impact. Restorations focused on single locations may have great
impacts for a local area, such as the restoration of the Elk Creek site on Idaho City’s
water quality, but research shows that a watershed-scale approach is essential for
alleviating basin-wide water quality issues and for restoring native fish populations. A
key tenet behind the Mores Creek project, which has treated approximately thirty miles of
the Boise-Mores Creek Subbasin, was the choice to treat as much stream area as possible
to maximize the benefits to the watershed. Yet as Kurt Wald pointed out, ultimately “[the
restoration] will have to go on for years on many creeks and drainages to really show a
difference on the basin-scale for functions and values” (Wald, Kurt. Personal
communication. 15 December 2009).
Restoration occurs in nested scales and hierarchies, where action taken on one
stream ultimately impacts the entire watershed. The more area of stream treated in a
restoration, the better; however, political and economic realities prevent the restoration of
the entire thousand-mile salmon migration route. For this reason, small-scale, grassroots
restorations such as the Mores Creek project may be the most politically feasible method
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of restoration, yet an aggregation of similar projects will likely be needed to make a
greater impact.
PARTNERSHIPS
Second, a committed partnership is the cornerstone to carrying out a restoration
project. In the Mores Creek project, project leader West was first to advocate the
importance of developing a diverse team of partners skilled in different areas. A
partnership of individuals who work as a team for a common interest is key to guiding the
project and carrying out its goals. As watershed restoration is by nature a long-term
endeavor, the partnership needs a strong commitment from all players to carry out the
multi-year project. This held true in the Mores Creek project, where the continuous
presence of the four partners during the formative five years of the project proved crucial
to carrying the project through its final phases.
A third key recommendation is to have, within this partnership, strong scientific
and technical backgrounds to ensure the proficiency of the ecological restoration.
Restoration is a design process where streams and floodplains serve as the artistic
medium. As such, the stakes are high. West‟s team in Idaho City benefited from expertise
in hydrology, engineering, wildlife biology, as well as local knowledge of the land. Also,
in the Mores Creek case, the watershed had been so deeply degraded that the team had
the comfort of knowing their work could not significantly worsen the ecological function
of the watershed; the importance of sound scientific basis for the restoration plan and
treatment design is nonetheless paramount. Within this plan, adaptive management
should be used and a precautionary measure when working with natural systems.
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FUNDING
Fourth, the partnership needs to be able to acquire funding sufficient to carry out
the restoration plan. What helped West launch a restoration project from scratch was her
innovative approach to finding a variety of grants applicable to her project. As West
recounted, “I got a grant from the Native Plant Society, since we‟re restoring native
vegetation and natural cottonwoods that were taken out. You can get wildlife grants
because, by getting the riparian vegetation established, you increase habitat for migratory
birds in the future. So doing stream restoration you don‟t have to limit yourself to stream
restoration grants” (West, Hana. Personal communication. 17 December 2009).
The make-up of the Mores Creek partnership, with partners from the Forest
Service, Trout Unlimited, CH2M Hill, and West Central Highlands Resource
Conservation and Development Council, also proved essential in financing the
restoration. The restoration benefited from having partners with a diverse spread of
available funding resources.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Fifth, restoration projects should include local property owners and residents in
the dialogue of the restoration. In projects led by community activist groups this process
may be an inherent function, yet in restorations initiated from outside the community
such as the Mores Creek project, outreach to the local community is paramount.
The local landowners in the Boise Basin felt especially strong concerning local
inclusion. Thomsen said, “I think as much as you can bring the land owners in is good,”
to which Canody added, “Try to keep the information flowing to everyone. Let [us] know
what‟s going on, what you‟re looking for, what the end result is going to be” (Canody,
Phil. Personal Communication. 15 December 2009; Thomsen, John. Personal
communication. 16 December 2009).
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In a place like Idaho, where communities depend on access to public land and
natural resources, tensions run high regarding federal plans that may jeopardize those
perceived rights, making the need for public inclusion in the restoration process all the
more important. As Canody described, “I know a lot of loggers and I don‟t know any of
them that don’t like to fish... A lot of the loggers I know care just as much about water
quality and growing trees and having trees available for their kids and grandkids to log
more than probably a lot of people.” (Canody, Phil. Personal Communication. 15
December 2009). “If more people could look at something from a different angle, and
then be included in the conversation,” Baumhoff said, then more integrative, holistic, and
effective resource management solutions may be agreed upon (Baumhoff, Bruce.
Personal communication. 16 December 2009).
Given this feedback, the Mores Creek Project and other watershed restorations
would benefit from incorporating a cultural metric into their existing monitoring
programs. Directly monitoring the local public‟s perceptions of and reactions to the
restoration work necessitates that the project management tune in to public feedback.
Through this process of local feedback monitoring, the restoration team receives valued
insights from the surrounding community, and the local residents feel their opinions are
being heard and considered. The process opens both parties to discussion and deliberation
and offers a prime opportunity to address potential conflicts before they arise.
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Existing Monitoring Program

Description
LIDAR mapping survey; stream and

Baseline

habitat assessments
Post-project surveys; photo-documentation

Implementation

Post-project surveys; photo-documentation

Effectiveness

Fish electroshocking; temperature

Validation

measurements; in-stream surveys

Recommended Additional Metrics

Description
Public feedback meetings; Open Houses;

Community Feedback

Table 6:

Stakeholder feedback sessions

Monitoring Recommendations

Along similar lines, the final key recommendation is to include a member of the
community in the partnership. By having a voice to the community within the decisionmaking and design management team of the restoration, locals may feel more connected
having one of their own on the „inside‟ of the project and able to convey the restoration‟s
plan, meaning, and significance to the community in a more relevant and meaningful
way. Of course, the make-up of the partnership consists largely of available entities and
interested parties, and as seen in the Mores Creek project, no one in the community came
forth to take a leadership role in the project or serve as a community liaison.
Nonetheless, the Mores Creek project‟s inability to strike a strong sense of
ownership within the community is likely its most pronounced shortcoming. As Russ
Manwaring noted, the team was largely able to make up for it through a wide range of
large agency partners who brought significant funding opportunities, yet “in a different
setting, you‟d have to have a lot stronger landowner component” (Manwaring, Russ.
Personal communication. 17 December 2009). Having a partner in the community
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positions the restoration to be better equipped to address social concerns within the
community and thus serves as the cornerstone to designing a restoration that improves
ecosystem conditions and addresses social needs.
CONCLUSION
Critics say that success cannot be evaluated in watershed restoration without longterm monitoring figures. In a way, this certainly holds true. Yet in resource management,
our track record shows that we can scarcely grasp the long-term effects of land
management strategies.
For decades, the cutting edge of science promoted the suppression of wildfires as
the soundest form of ecological management. Yet now studies show the widespread,
multi-scalar damage incurred throughout forest ecosystems without the presence of
natural fires, and instead we enter a period of promoting prescribed fire burns (National
Interagency Fire Center). History would suggest that in around fifty years, when new
waves of research prove current methods obsolete, the effects of our mismanagement of
prescribed fire will be determined, reflecting again the limitations of our resource
management measures.
Such is the case in watershed restoration. The results of today‟s restorations—the
riparian reforestations, the channel re-naturalizations, and all the measures currently
taken to bring fish back to our nation‟s streams—will not truly be seen for a number of
decades. Then we will witness whether our measures were enough to revive dwindling
trout and salmon populations, or whether these treasures will be lost forever.
In the meantime, the best we can do is to continue with the best of our scientific
knowledge to restore watersheds to the best of our ability such that the biological,
chemical, and physical integrity of the watershed is improved while social needs are met.
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As Higgs notes: “It is important to realize that people will look back on our
efforts with the circumspection with which we now regard the work of those who came
before” (Higgs 2003:270). In the case of the Mores Creek Watershed Floodplain
Restoration Project, future generations will be left to determine how successful the
restoration of Mores, Elk, and Grimes Creeks ultimately proved. Until then, we can look
to West and her team as an example of how to effectively build a restoration from
scratch, guide it through four phases to completion, and provide tangible benefits to the
community of Idaho City, and learn from the project‟s experience to improve future
restorations.
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